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1 INTRODUCTION
Strategy can be defined as a company’s aim to align internal strengths with external conditions
(Hofer and Scheele, 1978). Traditionally, the field of strategic management has emphasized how
organizations react to different kinds of environmental changes and focused less on how these
changes are reflected to internal resources and capabilities. It is however well recognized that for
a strategy to succeed, the internal state of an organization must ‘fit’ the surrounding
environment, creating a dilemma of matching internal development with external conditions
(e.g. Miller, 1992a). Thus organizations have to make strategic choices that enable them to
configure their capabilities to create a competitive advantage in a chosen environment in order to
survive and prosper.
Much research has been focused on either emphasizing the analysis of external environment
(e.g. Porter, 1979) or configuring internal resources (e.g. Helfat and Peteraf, 2003) but literature
is lacking in studying the interactions between these two. Are companies driven by external or
internal factors? At which stage are internal capabilities evaluated and how? How does
managerial cognition affect both external and internal view? Reviewing strategy formation
process in relation to how internal and external analysis interact may shed some light to these
questions.
Analyzing the dynamics of company’s competitive field and the impact of market changes
within an industry has driven current research on external environment. Frameworks for
competitive analysis (e.g. Porter, 1979), different coping strategies (e.g. Porter 1980) and game
theoretic models (e.g. Porter, 1991) have defined the bases of competitive advantage whereas
industry studies in incremental and radical (Tushman and Anderson, 1986) and fit-conserving
and fit-destroying (Siggelkow, 2001) changes have been used in explaining firm survival in
different industry life cycles. While providing an excellent starting point for external
environment analysis, the internal company-specific factors are not fully taken into account.
Balancing the external heavy literature stream in strategy, research on internal factors has
traditionally focused on evaluation of organizational resources and structures. Most notably
resource-based view, dynamic capability theory and capability evolution research have provided
information on how competitive advantage and survival are achieved from internal perspective
by realigning internal capabilities in a meaningful way (e.g. Porter, 1991; Teece et al., 1997).
Organizational theories divide the responses to environment to be either adaptive or selective,
providing different perspectives on whether organizations can internally match external changes
(e.g. Barnett and Carroll, 1995; Coch and French, 1948).
The internal-external dilemma has mostly been addressed in research on fit between strategy and
structure. Beginning with Chandler (1962) findings on strategy driving structure, followed by
further efforts to connect how different organizational structures affect strategy formation and
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vice versa (e.g. Hall and Saias, 1979; Miller, 1986; Rumelt, 1974). The arguments presented
vary from existing structure limiting future strategic pathways and environment being the
determining factor for strategy (Whittington, 1988). The study of Rumelt (1974) also connected
the importance of this fit to economic performance, concluding that diversification strategies are
most profitable when the new areas already have a strong internal fit with company core
competences. Achieving this alignment has also been the subject of Fiegenbaum et al. (1996)
presenting a theory of the impact of company’s chosen ‘reference points’ in internal, external
and time dimensions have for the output and the result of a strategy.
In this thesis strategy formation is studied within internal-external perspective. By modeling 59
strategy cases derived from 45 interviews with Finnish managers it can be concluded that in
general strategy formation can be divided into three models differing in their approach on
internal-external scale. The primary aim of this thesis is to present these models in detail and
begin to theorize the influencing factors leading to a specific model and outcome. The subject of
this thesis is a part of larger research on internal and external factors in strategy process and the
research group as a whole has conducted over 100 interviews and is publishing process of
articles to follow.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. First, Chapter 2 introduces the relevant previous
literature studied and provides the starting point and the context for this study. Chapter 3
describes the methodology used and details on the data collection and analysis for the purposes
of this thesis. The main findings are then presented in Chapter 4, first presenting the main
finding of three models and then speculations about antecedents and implications that these
might have. Finally, discussion in Chapter 5 takes the idea of current study and builds the
ground for further theory building on the subject. Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis in
conclusions.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Strategy has been presented to be the match that an organization makes between its internal
capabilities and opportunities and threats arising from external environment (Hofer and
Schendel, 1978). Organizations have also been presented to differ in their orientation on this
scale (Thomas et al., 1993) providing an interesting starting point for this thesis. Here, the
relationship between external and internal analysis is studied with the context of the previous
literature on internal and external fit, managerial cognition and decision-making. In the end
some research on internal-external orientation is presented.
The relationships between reality, cognition and decision-making are studied within the
framework below (see Figure 1). Reality depicts the actual current state of the organization as a
system of configured resources, capabilities and activities. These also determine the industry and
the relevant stakeholders for the organization. Reality then provides the bases for cognition as
the subjective view of the reality, influenced by for example mental models and heuristics of
managers, the relevant question being how managers perceive the reality.
The connections between reality and cognition are decision-making and feedback loops.
Decision-making is based on managerial cognition of current state, reflecting back to shape the
current state of the organization with the decisions that managers make. In turn, shaping the
reality produces feedback for managerial cognition and completes the process.
The framework simplifies the strategy process in many aspects that are not taken into account in
the scope of this thesis. In reality, the social processes within the organization and from different
stakeholders have an impact on strategy formation and influence managerial cognition and
decision-making. Literature recognizes this importance of social relations and communications
as a part of strategy process (e.g. Raes et al., 2011; Maitlis, 2005). It also has to be noted that
managers are acting from within the organization with their own personal agendas and traits and
are not outside observers, as the framework would suggest. As is, social structures and politics
within an organization are thus recognized to be influential but are here left out. For the purpose
of this thesis considering the interactions of internal and external factors, these simplifications
are acceptable, even useful.
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Figure 1: Reality-Cognition framework

2.1 Reality
Reality is the current state of the organization including the resources, capabilities and activities
that it attends within the context of the relevant industry, competitors, customers and other
stakeholder groups. Thus reality is an objective view on the organization not prone to
interpretation. It can though be questioned whether this reality is really accessible to study or can
be analyzed objectively.
Throughout the history of strategic literature multiple frameworks focused on analyzing the
objective reality of an organization have been developed. These analysis frameworks are both
internal and external. It must be noted that though these frameworks aim at describing reality as
accurately as possible, it can also be questioned whether they are actually able to access reality.
Subjectivity of both data and the user of the frameworks are likely to play a role in the analysis.
As examples of such frameworks, Porter (1985) presented the value chain approach for internal
analysis and for external analysis the classic also comes from Porter (1979) with the five forces
analysis. These classical frameworks such as Porter’s work are a starting point for an objective
reality analysis.1

1!“Objective”!is!here!an!ideal!goal!for!the!analysis.!In!reality!when!managers!apply!these!frameworks!

they!cannot!access!reality!directly!but!only!through!their!perceptions.!!
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In the heart of the organization are the resources, capabilities and activities that are used in value
creation and for achieving competitive advantage. Some of these elements can be described as
core elements making up the areas where the company is most competent and that are critical in
value creation (Siggelkow, 2001). These elements are often attempted to preserve during
organizational changes and can cause organizational inertia, though it can be claimed that inertia
is necessary to a point or could also be caused by external factors (Hannan and Freeman, 1977).
Resources are assets used for the manufacturing of organization’s products that the organization
owns or has access to on a semi-permanent basis (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). Resource-based
view on organization suggests that resources are a valuable strength for an organization and
should guide the strategy (Porter, 1991). Resource-based view has also been proposed to account
for the heterogeneity in performance of different organizations within an industry (Barney,
1991). The view has also been claimed to be insufficient and Helfat and Peteraf (2003)
developed it further into a dynamic resource-based view, which takes into account the
modification of resources and capabilities that they go through during their lifecycle.
Based on the utilization of organizational resources, capabilities are defined as abilities to
perform a coordinated set of tasks with the objective of achieving a certain end result (Helfat and
Peteraf, 2003). Capabilities can be classified as for example functional or integrative (Verona,
1999), as operational (Laamanen and Wallin, 2009) or as dynamic (Teece et al., 1997).
Capabilities can also be viewed from the lifecycle perspective, classification done based on the
stages capabilities go through from founding to retirement during their lifetime in an
organization (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). Some of the main tasks connected to organizational
capabilities include for example development (Laamanen and Wallin, 2009), evaluation (Denrell
et al., 2004) and integrating and reconfiguring existing capabilities into new ones (Teece et al.,
1997).
Strategies cannot however be formed merely based on internal factors and resource utilization.
Companies do not operate in a vacuum and thus environment as the external force affects the
success and survival of companies. Some of the primary external forces include competition,
industry and stakeholders, all influencing the environment where the company operates. It is
vital to understand the impact of external factors for strategy for beginning to understand the
importance of external and internal fit.
Environments have been classified for example based on their complexity or pace (e.g. Calori et
al., 1994; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). Type of the environment has been suggested to
affect for example the type of innovation needed (Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan, 1998) and
decision-making (Eisenhardt, 1989). Additionally, stakeholder influences and the role of
competition have been studied in order to understand their role for company strategies and
strategy outcome (e.g. Porter, 1980). Companies are thus influenced by multiple factors arising
from external environment, which must be taken into account in strategy formation process.
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2.1.1 Fit
Multiple studies have emphasized the importance of fit within organization and between the
organization and environment (e.g. Burns and Stalker, 1961; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967).
Internal fit can be defined as an organization having a coherent configuration of activities and
structure, and external fit as the validity of this configuration in relation to external environment
(Siggelkow, 2001). Lack of fit has also been connected to poorer performance (Pennings, 1987).
Literature on external fit emphasizes the importance of having a strategy and structure fit for the
environment to achieve better performance (e.g. Lawrence and Lorsch, 1976; Pennings, 1987).
Contingency theory has that there is no one right structure for an organization but that the
structure should be created as a best fit for the environment (Pennings, 1987), thus emphasizing
the importance of external fit. The emphasis on external fit could also be seen in literature on
strategy or environment driving structure started by Chandler (1962).
Other sources of literature emphasize the importance of internal fit. The advantage of internal fit
has been suggested to be the source of inimitable competitive advantage (Porter and Rivkin,
1998; Rivkin, 2000). The same was also the main finding of Rumelt (1974) in diversification
strategies concluding that highest profitability resulted from diversifications into areas utilizing
core skills or resources; In other words, diversification into areas that already had a strong
internal fit with the core.
High internal fit has also presented to account for a possible decrease in external fit (e.g. Hinings
and Greenwood, 1988; Miller, 1992a). The connection comes from organizational rigidity made
by high internal fit between organizational structure and activities, which in turn increase the
resistance for change and hinder the adaptation of environmental changes (Burgelman, 1994).
This would suggest that highly internally coherent companies are less likely to response rapidly
enough to industry changes and suffer from decreased performance as a result. This subject is
addressed again later on in this review within the concept of organizational inertia.
The literature also recognizes the challenge of achieving both internal and external fit at the
same time. Miller (1992a) argues that achieving the two fits is sometimes incompatible,
companies having inconsistency in external fit having a better internal fit, suggesting that
sometimes there might be a trade-off between these two. This tradeoff was also recognized by
Pennings’ (1987) multivariate test, which concluded that organizations might end up abandoning
a market segment to get a better internal fit with their structure, trading a potentially higher
external fit for better internal fit. Sometimes internally poorly fitted practices are still introduced
to the company and Canato et al. (2013) found that these new practices are better tolerated if
they have a positive effect on performance. Lack of fit with internal cultural values of a
company may still result in tensions and significant resistance within the company (Kirkman and
Shapiro, 2001). Even high internal fit should be reconfigured when external fit is missing to
enable achieving results within a market (Siggelkow, 2002).
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Strategy can be presented as interplay between dynamic and changing environment and
organizational bureaucracy stabilizing the internal state (Mintzberg, 1978). Mintzberg (1978)
recognized three forces, two of which internal, to affect strategy formation: a constantly but
irregularly changing environment, internal bureaucracy aiming at stabilizing actions and
organization’s leadership acting as a mediator between these two. Thus in face of environmental
change, organizations are prompted to act towards gaining a renewed external fit but constrained
by internal bureaucracy to maintain internal fit (Mintzberg, 1978). Again, a trade-off is likely to
emerge.
Literature seems to point out a few mismatches between internal and external fit. Both forms of
fit surely are important in order to the company to continue successful business operations.
Studying how organizations struggle to keep the fit could give some indication for evaluating
how companies align to become externally or internally oriented.

2.1.2 Drivers of Strategy
Multiple streams of literature have focused on finding the driving factor for company strategy.
Here one or more factors from reality either enable or limit strategic choices and ‘drive’ the
strategy formation. In the scope of this thesis and from the perspective of external-internal
balance, drivers of strategy have been proposed to rise from both endogenous structure and
exogenous environment (e.g. Chandler, 1962; Hall and Saias, 1980).
The discussion of the relationship between strategy and structure spurred from Chandler’s
(1962) work on the dynamic framework between strategy and structure, claiming that company
structure was a natural sequel to strategy. The work of Chandler (1962) was later confirmed by
numerous empirical studies from other markets (e.g. Channon, 1973; Dyas, 1973) concluding
that strategy sets the requirements for structure and not vice versa. Environmental impact on
strategy and further to structure is widely acknowledged: for example volatile and complex
environments are claimed to require organic and more informal structures (Pennings, 1987). The
main reasoning behind this logic is that environment and resources drive an organization to
select a certain strategy at a point of time, which then requires a renewed structure in order for
an organization to operate efficiently (Chandler, 1962).
On contrary, some literature sources claim structure to precede strategy. As an example, Hall
and Saias (1980) present that structure has a major role in defining what organization notices
from environment and leads to limit strategic choices. Thus strategic choice is limited by an
organization only attaching importance to opportunities and threats related to the current state of
the organization (Hall and Saias, 1980). Additionally, research on different kinds of
organizational structures has found that decentralized and bureaucratic structures have a general
difference in responding to environmental inputs (e.g. Dill, 1958; Burns and Stalker, 1961;
Lawrence and Lorch, 1967), which would again imply that a readily developed structure filters
the environment, and thus also strategic choice.
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Other theories start from the effect that environment has on strategy. The main dilemma in this
stream of literature has been to determine to which extent does the company structure or the
environment of operations dictate the strategy, or the strategies, which allow a company to
survive (Whittington, 1988). Various theories have a different take on environmental impact.
Population ecology theory on organizations claims environment to select out the only
prospective strategies for a company (Hannan and Freeman, 1977). Open system theory defines
organizations as open systems, where organizations constantly seek equilibrium with
environment, shifting towards a fit with external environment (Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan,
1998). In addition to general environment, Miller (1986) singles out competitive and customer
factors to have an influence on strategy.
Environmental impact can also be studied in terms of various different industry features.
Especially the industry phase can be linked to have an effect on strategy needs. During their
lifecycle industries go through both radical and incremental changes, which can either enhance
or destroy current competences needed (Tushman and Anderson, 1986). The nature of these
changes either favors or repels organization’s structure, and organizational effectiveness has
been presented to be high for companies when external change fits the structure (Doty et al.,
1993). The type of environment in terms of predictability and stability also impacts the type of
innovation and reaction needed (Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan, 1998), fast environments
generally requiring structures that enable faster decision-making (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt
1988; Eisenhardt, 1989) and lack of environmental change leading to ‘once-and-for-all’
strategies with more permanent structure (Porter, 1991). Selection of environment can also
influence strategy needs by enabling making competition irrelevant by selecting a blue ocean
where demand is ‘created rather than fought over’ (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005), setting again
different inputs for strategy.
In the end, the role of environment can be classified in terms of determinism or voluntarism,
which have a different take on the role of strategic choice. Environmental determinism claims
that environment sets tight limits for strategies, making only one course of strategic actions
possible for survival (Whittington, 1988). In this line of thought, all other strategies will ‘die
away’ and only the dominant strategic path survives. On the other end of the spectrum is
interpretative voluntarism, which claims that environment is merely a constitution of strategic
actions creating the environment (Weick, 1979). Elster (1984) has a lighter take on voluntarism
by depicting it as two filtering processes where the first one includes environmental constraints
cutting down the feasible strategic options and the second comprising of an actor selecting a
desirable option from this set.
The relationships between strategy, structure and environment appear to be complex and can be
studied from various perspectives. The discussion on factors influencing strategy seem to face a
certain ‘duality issue’, with no clear consensus on whether environment or structure is driving
the strategy or vice versa. The central question remains; Do individual strategies of organizations
create the environment or does the environment dictate possible strategies and structures?
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2.2 Cognition
Cognition is the perception managers have of the organization and its environment. Research on
cognitive field of strategy enables studying the impact of managerial cognition on strategy
formation. Studies on managerial cognition consider both managers’ perception of internal state
and external environment impacting the organization. The cognition of external and internal
sides are partly interconnected but both have unique cognitions affecting particularly that side,
thus guiding for example resource allocation or selection of business areas to compete. As an
end result, cognition produces a subjective view of organizational actions and reflects to the
decision-making of an organization, further affecting strategy formation. The result is that
managers’ cognition of reality might not match the actual state and that they do not necessarily
perceive for example capabilities or competitors as clearly or accordingly as possible. Here
strategic cognition is divided to external and internal, though the actual line is of course not so
strict.
The connection between reality and performance being quite clear, the impact of cognition to
performance remains deficient. For example the link between internal fit and performance has
been studied but the forming of managers’ mental models on internal fit has not been researched.
The mental model on fit is important since it influences organizational development towards
internal fit and would help in understanding when and how managerial cognition of current state
of fit is formed.

2.2.1 External
External cognition consists of managers’ view on the relevant industry, competitors and other
stakeholders that the organization may have. Cognition of external environment is presented to
have a role in strategy formulation phase in for example scanning and sensemaking (Narayanan
et al., 2011), both including managers attempting to form their view on reality.
A belief of environment is part of top management’s cognitive structures (Porac and Thomas,
2002), suggesting that environment is not just an objective force but is rather evaluated
subjectively as a part in external evaluation. So information on environment is not passive (Cyert
and March, 1992), but rather managerial interpretation has the power to shape how organization
responds to it (e.g. Barr, et al., 1992; Ocasio, 1997). The same argument was present in
voluntaristic representations of environment (Whittington, 1988).
An important part of external cognition is sensemaking. Sensemaking can be defined as the
process of understanding novel or confusing issues (Maitlis, 2005). Thus sensemaking is not
connected to routines but rather needs a trigger from something unusual for the organization
(Narayanan et al., 2011). This process in organization is eventually social, with different
members of organization collaborating in creating a coherent view of the changed circumstances
(Isabella, 1990). Maitlis (2005) has proposed the social side of sensemaking to be dependent on
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levels of both leaders’ and stakeholders’ engagement. In the end, sensemaking produces a set of
actions and enables an organization to make the surrounding world meaningful from previously
unordered external cues (Antaki, 1994). Sensemaking thus produces a perceived conception of
the environment by cognitive representation mediating organization’s behavior toward external
stimuli (Boyd et al., 1993).
The process of sensemaking is a predecessor for sensegiving where members try to affect
sensemaking process to their preferred direction (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991). Possible triggers
to participate in sensegiving have been proposed to be uncertainty of issues and complexity of
environments for leaders and acknowledging the importance of issue and having an incompetent
view on leadership for stakeholders (Maitlis and Lawrence, 2007). Maitlis and Lawrence (2007)
also present that there are conditional enablers that need to be fulfilled in order for sensegiving
to take place, such as having sufficient opportunities to participate. As an example,
organizational members must have the forum or communication tools in addition to sensegiving
motive in order to enable the sensegiving process to occur.
One of the managerial sensemaking activities is environmental scanning (Maitlis, 2005).
External scanning here includes guiding attention to events and issues arising from environment
(Cowan, 1986). Especially uncertain environments that are both unpredictable and constantly
changing have claimed to need a significant amount of scanning of both threats and
opportunities (Miller, 1992b). As a result, external scanning helps to produce belies of
boundaries of markets and competition and thus also assists in comparing own organization to
the validated environment (Narayanan et al., 2011). Scanning thus influences perception on
environment (Narayanan et al., 2011), constructing a subjective and an ideally valid view of
environment for the organization.
The environment being a complex external force for organizations, it produces much more
information than managers can use at a time (Mintzberg, 1973). Limited attention theories
suggest that humans can only guide their attention to a specific range of subjects at a time
(Posner, 1980), and the same accommodated to business situation means that also managers
have to focus attention to only a narrow range of subjects at a time. This will then naturally
affect company strategizing as well, and according to attention-based theories managerial
decisions depend on what management focuses their attention to in scanning process (Eggers
and Kaplan, 2013). At a particular point in time, situated attention can be used to describe the
managerial challenge of selecting which issue to attend to (Joseph and Ocasio, 2012). In
addition, bounded rationality theory offers two different logics for scanning: backward-looking
‘learning-based’ and forward-looking ‘consequence-focused’ logic (Narayanan et al., 2011).
The impact of managerial attention to strategy output being clear, it becomes necessary to
understand how managerial attention is guided. For example, Cockburn et al. (2000) claim that
ex post it is clearly understood how companies are able to identify and read early signals both
from external and internal side but ex ante this is not clear. Millikken (1987) presents the
managers’ interpretation of external events to affect the ability to react to this stimulus,
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suggesting one reason for the importance of scanning. Barr et al. (1992) suggest that managers’
mental models guide the attention, both by facilitating and limiting managerial attention, and
especially in face of environmental changes it becomes necessary that these models are changed
quickly enough to prevent decline in performance.
As a result of limited attention, Porac et al. (1989) claim that managers have an incomplete view
of external competitive field. Environments are also becoming more complex with international
competition (Porter, 1986), making managerial attention an even more scarcely shared resource.
This in turn leads to the construction of competitive groups distinguished by market and
technologies used (Porac et al., 1989). The existence of competitive groups also enables
organizations to create reputational rankings, alias to evaluate and map their own performance
against relevant competition, which can be used in selecting a business portfolio (Aspara et al.,
2011). Organizations have a natural need for social comparison, so looking outward to establish
competitive benchmarks becomes necessary (Porac et al., 1989). Recognizing that the
establishment of relevant competitive groups is also based on managerial cognition thus would
help to understand one additional way of guiding limited attention and explaining why distant
enough competitive moves are missed out.
Managers may also create cognitive maps and use different heuristics to help them to deal with
the complexity of available information. These simplifications of reality are made when
companies deal with complex problems (Simon, 1957) or in form of heuristics as simpler tools
to assist in decision-making (Todd and Gigerenzer, 2007). Calori et al. (1994) present that both
individual characteristics and environmental factors shape cognitive maps but the complexity of
the maps should always match the retrospective level of environment. Controversially on
decision-making side, Todd and Gigerenzer (2007) argue that good decisions might be more
often made by simple mechanisms and heuristics in challenging environments. However, when
heuristics are used in inappropriate contexts they are prone to lead to errors (Tversky and
Kahnemant, 1974). In any case, when believing in limited attention and information and
environments getting more complex, simplifications in form of cognitive maps and heuristics are
likely to be useful to avoid dealing with extensive overloading data amount (Weick, 1979).
Environment provides multiple different opportunities for organizations. Spotting and evaluating
these opportunities is a vital part of external evaluation since it is a condition for survival
(Porter, 1991). According to Denrell and March (2001), organizations have a tendency to be
biased against new alternatives and naturally select old familiar options. For spotting emergent
opportunities from current market, Gibbert et al. (2002) propose using knowledge from
company’s customers to assist in being more sensitive for arising opportunities before
competition. Also, Gavetti (2012) claims that superior opportunities are cognitively distant and
thus require managers to have superior abilities in spotting these. This is contributed to bounded
rationality of actors (Simon, 1955), which is likely to confine them to neighborhood of current
activities, and the needed persuasion of other stakeholders to change the worldview from current
state (Gavetti, 2012).
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Eggers and Kaplan (2013) present that opportunities are however not purely exogenous but can
also be seen as arising from entrepreneurial action. In their terms, ‘entrepreneurial alertness’
enables managers to spot unmet market need and via this proactively create an own market
opportunity, instead of settling to actively spot opportunities from existing markets (Eggers and
Kaplan, 2013). This also supports the concept of blue oceans presented by Kim and Mauborgne
(2005).
External cognition of managers offers interesting explanations and angles for strategy formation.
Scanning, sensemaking and opportunity spotting activitites all prepare organizations for
evaluating external environment and help in achieving a better external fit through the link they
provide between managers’ subjective cognitive world and objective reality state. Thus
understanding the traits influencing managers’ external cognition on environment help in
understanding the underlying factors in strategic decisions and connections between cognitive
world and objective reality.

!
2.2.2 Internal
As with external environment, managers have structures and features influencing their cognition
of organization’s internal resources and capabilities. Managers’ cognition on capabilities
influences their development and utilization (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). Thus it is not enough to
just study the objective reality of an organization but also recognize how managers’ cognition on
internal attributes contributes to strategy formation.
Organizational identity is the perception that the organization has of itself, a subjective view of
the objective reality. The identity is built through internal cognition and acts as a distinguisher of
firm from market (Kogut and Zander, 1996). For example, products are suggested to build one
set of boundary elements determining industry identity (Aspara et al., 2011). Strong
organizational identity is also suggested to to increase a belief of invulnerability in front of the
environment (Miller, 1994) as well as result in cognitive inertia (Narayanan et al, 2011) or
ability to adapt to market changes (Egger and Kaplan, 2013). In case of serious past failures an
organization may even aim at building a new organizational identity to separate itself from these
failures (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000) and it remains unresolved how long organizational identity
can be considered to be stable (Narayanan et al., 2011).
Manager’s cognition on organizational capabilities has been proposed to be central to understand
since it may either enable or inhibit the actual utilization of capabilities (Tripsas and Gavetti,
2000). Tripsas and Gavetti (2000) studied the effect of cognition in the historical case Polaroid
and concluded that Polaroid did have the capabilities but as managerial cognition on capabilities
was not in place, the execution of new strategic dimension was prevented. The same was
apparent in Danneels (2011) study on mismatched alignment of management’s vision on
capabilities, resulting in defeat in face of strategic renewal.
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Evaluation of capabilities is central to organization’s knowledge of them. Capability evaluation
is however a complex and challenging task (e.g. Denrell et al., 2004; Szulanski 1996). Reliable
evaluation is dependent on clear definition of capabilities and scale to use for evaluations
(Cronbach, 1990), and still evaluations are likely to be subject to cognitive biases (Feldman,
1981) and cultural differences (Zander, 1997). Studies have also emphasized the importance of
relevant experience needed from managers in evaluating a capability (e.g. Borman, 1978;
Feldman, 1985). Denrell et al. (2004) study on reliability of capability evaluation revealed that in
multiple person evaluation of same capability, significant ‘perception gaps’ exist and cause for a
weak interrater correlation of only 0.28 for strategic capabilities. Danneels (2011) presents
managers to have certain subjective ‘resource schemas’ that they use for identification of
resources and their fungibility these schemas being built by conscious review of capabilities. In
sum it seems that a major challenge in capability cognition is caused by the difficulty in
capability evaluation.
Capability development over time has also been claimed to be influenced by managerial
cognition (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). In operational capabilities, cognition is said to have an
instrumental role with existing mental models as guidance (Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007).
Laamanen and Wallin (2009) have also noted the influence of managerial attention to cause
differences in evolutionary paths in capability portfolio, and eventually evolution of capability
constellation at large. Empirically this became evident in Tripsas and Gavetti (2000) study on
Polaroid, where it was concluded that critical capability development was constantly delayed
due to inaccurate managerial cognition.
In addition to a static view on development of capabilities, a stream of literature has been
focused around dynamic capabilities. Starting from Teece et al. (1997) defining dynamic
capability approach as ability to integrate, build and reconfigure competences a company has to
create in order to respond to rapid changes in environment. Teece et al. (1997) also conclude that
a company’s success depends also on how it can configure resources to capabilities. Capability
reconfiguration might not be possible to consider only from economic perspective but rather
social aspects of organization should also be considered (Goold et al., 1994). For example
Galunic and Eisenhardt (2001) presented that reconfiguring dynamic capabilities from multiple
divisional sources may be more difficult to operate than initially thought. Thus even though the
capabilities could be dynamically reconfigured according to the imprinted state of the
organization, the cognitive and social processes in an organization may in fact inhibit this. The
importance of managerial cognition to dynamic capability theory was studied by Danneels
(2011) in the study of Smith Corona’s organizational renewal attempt. Danneels (2011) found
that Smith Corona tried every tool in dynamic capability configuration box but as management’s
cognition was not inclined with actual nature of capabilities, the attempted change was not
possible.
Cognitive literature has still primarily focused on managers’ cognition on external environment
and less attention has been guided towards comprehension of internal state of the organization.
Especially in scope of this thesis there remains a gap in understanding how managers’ cognition
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on resources and capabilities is formed and literature to date does not have a complete answer
for this.

2.2.3 Paradox of Internal and External
Paradox: ‘Composes of contradictory but interrelated elements that exist simultaneously and
persist over time’ (Smith and Lewis, 2011)
Literature clearly recognizes both internal and external forces as influencing factors in strategy
formation. They both complete each other and are a source of differences in company strategy
formation processes. Some companies have a more outward and some more inward look in
strategy creation (Thomas et al., 1993). As an example, the paradox of internal and external look
is present in Dameron and Torset (2014) study on different lenses of strategy. The study presents
focus tension as a ‘selection’ of logic to be either exogenous or endogenous, depending on
whether external or internal issues are dominantly addressed in strategy formation (Dameron and
Torset, 2014). In their study, most interviews presented exogenous logic references in for
example using client needs, competitor moves or macro evolutions as a starting point, whereas
endogenously aligned respondents emphasized the importance of understanding the people and
capabilities within an organization (Dameron and Torset, 2014). The authors also recognize the
combination of these two as an acceptance paradox where both internal and external factors were
the starting point for strategy (Dameron and Torset, 2014).
Thomas et al. (1993) study on sensemaking suggested that top managers might differ in the ratio
of attention on external and internal factors. Externally oriented managers have claimed to
collect richer array of information (Aldrich, 1979), have a longer range and earlier detection of
inputs from environments (Jackson and Dutton, 1988; White et al., 1980) and cause the
companies to perceive themselves as having a better ability to implement competitive responses
(Smith et al., 1991). Alrich (1979) however concluded that externally oriented managers are
more confident in creating fit only when their externally heavy data is connected to a natural
familiarity with internal issues. Thomas et al. (1993) concluded that attention to external
information is connected to higher profits whereas attention to internal information enhances
ability to use strategic change to attract clients.
Orientation on strategy formation might also depend on the hierarchical location in an
organization. Regner (2003) studied the differences in strategy creation in organization’s
periphery and centre, differences coming from distance in hierarchical location and remoteness
from dominant practices, finding also differences in orientation in between these two classes.
Regner (2003) claims periphery strategy to be inductive and more exploratory in using ‘trial and
error’ methods and relying more on heuristics. Periphery strategy is also suggested to be more
externally oriented (Weick, 1995). Centre strategy is then claimed to be deductive and more
confined to existing organization and industry (Regner, 2003), and using exploitation strategy
rather than exploration (March, 1991).
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Internal and external fit are also not necessarily an automatic advantage for a company.
Siggelkow (2001) presented a change framework in perspective of internal and external fit. The
study recognized that changes in both external and internal fit cause the need for organization to
transform and that both environment and internal state can become liabilities for organizational
survival, depending on whether the change is fit-conserving or fit-destroying (Siggelkow, 2001).
The change can either conserve or destroy both external and internal fit. For example, strong
organizational identity and past success can increase belief that organization is invulnerable to
environment (Miller, 1994) making strong internal fit a liability instead of an asset. With the
same logic inertial forces can be assets in stable environments but a liability in turbulent markets
(Miller et al., 1996; Tushman and Romanelli, 1985). Siggelkow (2001) concludes that a
company can play ‘old’, ‘incomplete’ or ‘new’ game in order to achieve fit again in face of a
change.
Studies thus show that organizations differ in their orientation on external-internal scale and that
there is a certain tension between these two (Dameron and Torset, 2014). These suggest that
both external and internal orientations have their benefits and pitfalls that may affect strategy
formation process in allocating attention and evaluating different options and also have a role in
outcome and the fit of that to the internal state and external conditions.
Strategists thus supposedly need to recognize both internal and external factors as part of their
strategy process. However, it is not understood from internal-external orientation what guides
managers’ attention and creates the prevalent orientation. So far the few studies related to this
topic have focused on giving some insight to the implications of the prevalent orientation on
performance but these studies have not explained where the managerial orientation comes from
or how it influences in practice. Whether there are subjective, company or industry specific
aspects behind taken orientation remains unclear. It is also remains undiscovered whether
managers perceive their own position in internal-external scale and whether this position can
change from case to case within one company.

3.3 Decision-Making
Decision-making is the process where managers make strategic decisions influencing the longterm future of the company. Decisions are made based on the subjective view that managers
have on the organization both from internal and external side (Anderson and Paine, 1975) and
the decision affects the reality state of the organization. The whole strategy formulation has in
fact been described as a sequential decision-making process (Mintzberg, 1978; Bourgeois,
1980).
Information processing is one component of decision-making. Managerial cognition perspective
presents managers as information workers (McCall and Kaplan, 1985), recognizing the impact of
managerial cognition on information processing. Walsh (1995) presents that individuals can
process information either by top-down or bottom-up methods. According to top-down
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processing theory decision-makers create knowledge structures to assist in information
processing and decision-making (Walsh, 1995), in a similar manner that cognitive maps were
used for simplifications (Simon, 1957). Likewise, knowledge structures allocate managers’
attention (White and Carlston, 1983) as well as facilitate encoding (Cohen, 1981) and help
interpreting experience (Bower et al., 1979). Walsh (1995) however presents that knowledge
structures have a tendency to encourage stereotypical thinking, subvert controlled information
processing, inhibit creative problem solving and fill data gaps with possibly inaccurate typical
info; In other words, act as a hindrance or source of inaccuracy for decision-making. Top-down
processing is an example of past experience guiding present information processing thus
affecting the ability to process new information in a novel way (Walsh, 1995). Bottom-up, or
data-driven information processing is then an opposite of top-down processing and uses current
information context to guide information processing (Walsh, 1995). Bottom-up processing
would thus possibly lead to managers to update their cognitive frames.
Cognitive heuristics also create subjectivity in decision-making. For example ecological
rationality theory studies mind-world interactions that underlie good decision-making in order to
understand which can be used to distinguish good decisions from bad ones (Todd and
Gigerenzer, 2007). Cognitive heuristics such as default, recognition and satisfying heuristics
may be part of the simple decision mechanisms underlying also more complicated decisions and
environments (Todd and Gigerenzer, 2007). Bröder and Schiffer (2003) also present that
decision-making may also be just a combination of multiple simple decision heuristics.
Literature also recognizes the impact of time dimension to decision-making (e.g. Das, 1991).
Bateman and Zeithaml (1989) note decision-making to be influenced by time horizon at three
different levels with the main emphasis being on the managerial cognition of these dimensions.
For example Aspara et al. (2011) recognized the impact of past failures and elements
contributing to past success in studying the selection of Nokia’s new business portfolio,
concluding that organization’s past state has an impact on the future decision-making as well.
Bateman and Zeithaml (1989) also presented that decision-makers are more influenced by
negative than positive incoming information. The difference of time orientation is also
individual and long range planning without a manager’s future orientation skills is suggested to
be a mere extrapolation of the past and present, ignoring the future state (Das, 1991). This was
also present in Aspara et al. (2011) study in Nokia managers ignoring the future prospections in
for example business boundary elements and competitive rankings. Managerial cognition could
thus enable or block long-range planning based on managers’ cognitive orientation.
Decision-making literature also recognizes the common faults and challenges in the decisionmaking process, possibly pointing out a mismatch between objective reality and subjective
cognition. Examples of faults in outcomes include unrealized acquisitions, new market entries
and failed investment plans (Lovallo and Kahneman, 2003). Kahneman and Klein (2009) claim
that one factor influencing the shortcomings in decision-making can be attributed to inaccurate
intuition. They present that skilled intuition is only appropriate in high-validity environments
where there exists stable relationships between objectively identifiable cues and subsequent
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events (Kahneman and Klein, 2009). Thus not even natural decision making techniques where
intuitive judgment arises from genuine skill are not applicable to unstable or unpredictable
environments (Kahneman and Klein, 2009).
Standard economic theory offers an explanation to high failure rates to be in rational risk taking
in uncertain situations, stating it is namely impossible to avoid mistakes in streams of decisions
(Lovallo and Kahneman, 2003). Standard economic theory however assumes actors to be
rational, which has been controversial in strategy literature (Fiegenbaum et al., 1996). For
example Danneels’ (2011) study on Smith Corona recognized that the subjectivity of a powerful
CEO prevented his perspective to be challenged and thus partly accounted for failure in
capability cognition.
Subjectivity in decision-making is also present in optimism and overconfidence in decisions that
are being made (e.g. Lovallo and Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman and Klein, 2009). According to
Kahneman and Klein (2009) when intuitive guesses in low-validity environments are right by
chance, this results in overconfidence and even stronger, but naïve, belief on intuition in
decision-making. Lovallo and Kahneman (2003) describe the negative effects of optimism in
decision-making, resulting from managers taking an inside view on planning. The authors
present that though optimism attracts more enthusiasm from organization and thus may even
enhance in implementation phase, it is also a source of inside view faults such as anchoring and
competitor neglect (Lovallo and Kahneman, 2003).
Anchoring is a part of the larger concept of path dependence, expanding on the cognition of
planning time horizon. Path dependence refers to an organization’s tendency to pertain previous
routines so that they constrain future behavior and even avoid novel situations and initiatives
under the pretense of predominant past tense cognition, aka stay in the same path (Teece et al.,
1997). Path dependence is thus connected to both internal and external conditions (e.g. Teece et
al., 1997; Laamanen and Wallin, 2009). According to adaptationist perspective path dependence
is a serious threat to survival (Child, 1972), with companies avoiding novel situations possibly
leading to performance decline.
Multiple studies on the field of strategy have demonstrated the effects of path dependence. One
example is Denrell and March (2001) concluding that old alternatives with good track record are
always preferred over novel alternatives, even if the new options would have a potential to
improve with practice and surpass existing alternatives. Denrell and March (2001) name this the
‘Hot Stove Effect’ since there exists a asymmetry in the ability of adaptive processes to correct
early sampling errors against this ‘competency trap’ and path dependence biased decisionmaking.
The cognition in path dependence is based on past data instead of current knowledge (Teece et
al., 1997). This has been claimed to be typical for managers, with cognitive representations
usually based on historical experience and data instead of current information (Kiesler and
Sproull, 1982). Also a good knowledge on for example current customer base increases the
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likelihood of a company to develop products for this base (Christensen, 1997), instead of
actively pursuing new opportunities and attracting new customers. As history does not always
repeat itself in business setting, a risk of using history-based information could cause
performance decline.
Path dependence could have a positive effect on the company in it being likely to focus and
exploit its core competences, and in stable phases of the industry these will still be valid and thus
valuable assets for the company. With this, companies are for example able to avoid potentially
high transformation costs, created from the resistance in organization against the moving of
competences across production network (Garud and Munir, 2008). Transformation costs are
usually thus higher than initially evaluated transaction costs and organizations may neglect these
easily in evaluating new strategic options (Garud and Munir, 2008). Path dependence could thus
be seen as a part of creating internal fit for the organization.
Path dependence is still defined as one source of organizational inertia. Organizational inertia is
a force slowing down organization’s adaptation ability, making change more difficult
(Heimonen, 2011). Managerial cognition has been proposed to contribute to organizational
inertia (Eggers and Kaplan, 2009; Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000) as well as the mismatch between
capabilities and cognition (Garud and Rappa, 1994) and strong organizational identity
(Narayanan et al., 2011). Population ecologist perspective though has it that relative inertia is
needed to enhance organizational survival (Hannan and Freeman, 1989), possibly so that an
organization does not just jump from one trend to another too quickly without evaluating options
carefully. In Burgelman (1994) study of Intel inertial forces were claimed to cause corporate
strategy to differ from actual strategic actions.
Decision-making literature has proposed multiple models for information processing (e.g.
Walsh, 1995), cognitive connections (e.g. Todd and Gigerenzer, 2007; Kahneman and Klein,
2009) and also presented possible faults connected to decision outcome (e.g. Child, 1972;
Lovallo and Kahneman, 2003). These all affect strategy formation process and have a role in
forming the previously mentioned external and internal fit.

2.4 Feedback
Feedback is the process reflecting the changed reality back to managerial cognition. In practice,
this comes from either enhancement or decrease in performance but could also come through
internal fungibility enhancements. Feedback from reality can be gathered with different analysis
tools or it may be automatic; Sometimes feedback is a result of intentional efforts, sometimes it
comes unintentionally (Huber, 1991). Received feedback indeally updates managers’ cognitive
reaction to match the changed circumstances.
Behavioral theory of firm suggests that due to bounded rationality (Simon, 1955) and constraints
of information available, time and managerial processing ability, the goals that companies set are
flexible and revisable (Cyert and March, 1992). Thus companies strive for only satisfactory
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behavior, which needs to be updated to better fit the economic situation and company aspirations
(Cyert and March, 1992). When company performance falls below these aspirations, companies
begin to search for more information and allocate more time on the subject. Literature however
lacks to connect how the companies search and recognize the reasons behind the fall, and how
they assure that the performance feedback is addressed. From internal-external perspective one
interesting aspect comes from understanding whether feedback source and cause are on internal
or external side and whether these are on the same side.
Organizational learning is connected to feedback process, accounting for collecting information
on reality and transferring that into strategic actions (March, 1991). Organizational learning
consists of knowledge acquisition, information distribution and interpretation and organizational
memory (Huber, 1991). In knowledge acquisition the relevant part for feedback process is
learning from experience where organizations acquire knowledge through direct experience
(Huber, 1991). In collecting feedback organizations may either increase accuracy of feedback or
ensure collection and analysis of feedback (Huber, 1991) to gain a better insight in changed
reality.
Companies do learn from experience but the feedback from previous experience may be singular
or deficient. As studied by March et al. (2003), companies still convert even infrequent past
events to full narratives in order to help learning process. Thus even smaller bits of feedback
become important and noted based on how critical they are perceived (March et al., 2003),
proving the importance of feedback for organizations. However, these individual pieces of
feedback have the danger of becoming unreliable or forming incomplete stories (March et al.,
2003). It thus remains unclear how much feedback or past experience organizations need in
order to have enough information to correctly evaluate past reality.
The reaction and attention to feedback is not simple. Even though environment and
organization’s performance would indicate a change in dynamics, managers might not allocate
attention or react to changes (Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). The influence of internal and external
enhancements may thus be neglected for a longer period (Burgelman, 1994). This is coherent
with a behavioral perspective on organizational learning stating “an entity learns if, through its
processing of information, the range of its potential behaviors is changed” (Huber, 1991),
suggesting that though feedback process would go through to managers, the information might
not be processed and thus no action is taken.
As feedback critically influences the strategy formation process studying it should not be
neglected in this context either. Learning from the past and updating strategies has the potential
of revealing new aspects on strategy formation. The influence of managerial orientation to
feedback received and acted upon remains as a topic for further study but is also acknowledged
in this thesis.
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3 METHODOLOGY
Empirical data was gathered to gain insight on the role of internal and external analysis in
strategy process. To best understand the situation as experienced by companies, middle and top
management people from Finnish companies were contacted and interviewed. As the research
focused on the qualitative understanding of differences in strategy processes, semi-structured
interviews were used to ensure that the informants could describe the situation in their own
words.
Potential interviewees were selected amongst a variety of different type and industry Finnish forprofit companies to get a good diverse sample for analysis. All the interviewees were required
and ensured to have participated in multiple strategy processes and they had attended all the
cases described. Getting interviewees from multiple different industries and from companies
with different backgrounds enabled studying the implications of these variance features to
strategy process and ensured wider coverage for the data.

3.1 Data collection
Empirical data was collected from interviews with managers from a variety of Finnish
companies. Between the research group over 100 interviews were conducted of which 45 early
stage interviews have been used as material for this thesis. The 45 interviews used included a
total of 59 different strategy case descriptions. The cases, corresponding companies and models
are presented in appendix 3.
Potential informants were all contacted directly by email or personal communication by a
member of the research team and after the interview the informants were asked for future
interview references. The initially emailed questions are presented in appendix 1. A total of 44
of 45 interviews were conducted face-to-face with all interviews lasting between 45-90 minutes.
Face-to-face interviews were preferred for the possible sensitivity of discussing strategy
activities. This was also one reason for limiting the scope to only Finnish companies due to a
better accessibility. The interviews used a semi-structured question pattern with some exemplary
questions provided for interviewees beforehand, as described in appendix 1. Appendix 2 presents
the semi-structure of question pattern used in early phase interviews. All interviewees were
assured full anonymity for themselves and for the companies they described. 44 of 45 interviews
were voice recorded with permission and transcribed afterwards.
Selected interviewees all held managerial positions in Finnish for-profit companies. Positions of
interviewees included titles of CEO, VP, Head of X and Director. A more detailed list of
interviewees is presented in Table 1 and Table 2 lists the types of companies interviewees come
from. Interviewees were selected to represent a large variety of Finnish companies from small
start-ups to large multinational corporations. Some interviewees were from the same company or
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described a strategy case from the same company, though no individual case was described more
than once.
The initial purpose of interviews was to ask the interviewees to analyze their company’s strategy
process within internal-external frame by using examples. As the research process went on the
interviewees were specified to describe a strategy case within the company and clarifying
questions were asked to carry out the discussion on research subject. Later on in the research the
interviews were also used for testing and validating hypothesis of the research group for
purposes outside of this thesis.

Title

Number

CEO

3

COO

1

CSO

1

SVP

5

VP

7

Founder

1

Area President

1

Partner

1

Managing Director

3

Director

4

Senior Manager

1

Business Manager

1

Unit Manager

2

Head of X

12

Consultant

2

Table 1: Interviewee Titles
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Company Type

Number of Interviews

Consumer Goods

8

Industrial Company

6

Industrial Engineering Company

4

Industrial Services Company

1

Logistics Company

4

Process Industry Company

2

Service Company

7

Technology Company

13

Table 2: Companies of interviewees

3.2 Analysis
From each interview the material was first arranged by individual strategy cases to enable
modeling strategy processes used. First each described case was analyzed freely and specifically
and then each process part was identified as internal or external. As multiple individual cases
were mapped, similarities started to emerge and the processes were generalized to see if they
matched the same frame. Following the iterative logic like this, the models finally converged to
three models, all following similar generalized process logic.
The three models emerged were then tested in coding the interview transcriptions. The coding
was done in two parts with first part consisting of 15 interview transcripts and the second
including the remaining 30. Between the rounds the models were updated based on the
observations made. All the codes were then separated under either one of the three models or
general theories of internal-external scale in strategy process.
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4 FINDINGS
The interviews revealed various differences in companies’ strategy formation processes on
internal-external scale. Generated patterns can be divided into three models, which form the core
of this thesis. These models represent three differing ways of forming a strategy from internalexternal point of view. As it turns out, the models each use varying degrees of internal and
external analysis, resulting in certain benefits and challenges for implementation and achieving a
positive strategic outcome. In reality, these models are more of idealized process mappings. The
actual way to describe strategy is likely to be more of a continuum where these models described
here present example central points in the continuum.
First a general strategy formation framework is presented and then emerged three models are
mapped against this framework and all described in further detail. Finally the found models are
compared and some potential factors influencing model selection and strategy outcome are
introduced.

4.1 Strategy Formation Framework
Strategy formation framework applied here consists of four general parts found in all strategy
processes. The framework helps in analyzing the three different models by offering a frame for
mapping models and helping in tracking the differences in strategy processes. Figure 2 depicts
the general framework and Figure 3 is the same framework mapped against reality-cognition
framework presented earlier in literature review.

Figure 2: Strategy formation framework
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Figure 3: Strategy formation mapped against reality-cognition framework
Strategy process generally starts with an input or a trigger that sets the formation process
ongoing. As per interview data, this trigger might be for example an annual cycle for strategy
review or more dynamically a market change or a new innovation that triggers the need for
updating strategy. Thus, an input source can be internal or external, coming within or from
outside of the organization. In scope of reality-cognition framework the input can be seen to
come in form of feedback from the reality, ‘forcing’ or intriguing the company to act upon a
changed reality. Input then triggers the start for analysis stage.
Analysis stage could be described as the center of the strategy formation process. In analyzing
the triggered situation companies take into account the input and other factors that are seen to
have an influence on strategy formation. These factors, as in the emphasis of analysis on
internal-external scale, vary from case to case, differences arising partly for different models
presented in the next chapters. To understand the analysis companies make, the role of
managerial cognition must be understood as suggested by previous literature as well. Though the
facts and the trigger starting the strategy process are arising from reality, managers pay attention
to only a sub-set of possible factors as a result of limited attention, and in analysis managers
make their own interpretations of the company and environment in question. Novel issues and
situations arising are processed with sensemaking activities, an act where managers attempt to
explain the circumstances through their own cognitive maps (Maitlis, 2005). Differences in
allocation of attention and cognitive maps may thus begin to explain the different strategic
approaches on internal-external scale (e.g. Barr et al., 1992; Cockburn et al., 2000). Overall,
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managers have more information available that can be processed (Mintzberg, 1973) which leads
to the importance understanding where the allocation of attention (Posner, 1980) lies within
internal-external scale.
Decision is the step separating analysis from implementation stage, though in reality these might
not be as distinct as theoretically depicted here. After a decision on a strategic direction is made,
the process turns to implementation. In scope of reality-cognition framework, implementation is
the force impacting reality when companies adapt to chosen strategies, changing internal factors
with usually an aspiration for positive changes in external environment for example in form of a
larger market share or expanded customer base. Implementation is left out of scope in this thesis
but has to be recognized as a vital part of strategy formation process.
Feedback loops refer to the influences from reality that have an effect on strategy formation
process. Thus the feedback acts as material from reality to managerial cognition. Intuitively the
largest share of feedback could be seen to come from previously implemented strategies where
the reality has likely been changed or attempted to change. In addition, feedback loops may take
place already in analysis stage, depending on the specific strategy process used by the company.
As a part of feedback there is sensegiving as in an act where members of organization attempt to
influence the strategy process in their favor (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991), possibly putting an
subjective lens on feedback loops coming from reality.
For further explanation of models, a distinction between two kinds of feedback loops is essential
to make. In this context, feedback can be defined as internal or external, depending on the source
of the feedback. Both forms of feedback may be positive or negative defined as how they appear
against the company strategy. This effect of the nature of the feedback is not studied within this
thesis.
Internal feedback comes from within the organization as a reaction to a new proposed or decided
strategy. One form of internal feedback can be a response to the feasibility of strategy or internal
fit with current strategy or culture: members of the company might for example communicate
that the pursued strategy is not possible to implement with current resources or that the company
image does not fit the proposed new strategy. I suggest internal feedback to be bound to be more
apparent in verbal communications than in financial numbers, as the nature of internal feedback
is more qualitative. Intuitively internal feedback would also be more implicit as it would be
likely to come forward in strategy or implementation discussions than actual hard-coded
documents. If valid internal feedback is ignored, it may result in lagged external feedback in
poorer performance or other market indicators. Respectively, if internal feedback is taken into
account, it may update managerial capability beliefs and be a valuable source for internal
analysis.
External feedback comes from external environment in form of market support and external fit
to strategy. For example changes in demand and customer feedback are concrete forms of
external feedback. Unlike internal feedback, external feedback is more easily apparent also in
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financial numbers, likely to become more and more apparent when response to feedback is
lagged. As with internal feedback, external feedback can also be used as a source for analysis if
taken into account, thus possibly impacting managerial cognition on external environment.
With feedback loops, the strategy formation process framework completes a full circle in realitycognition framework. As all strategy processes can be more or less mapped against this
framework, the value of this thesis is to study and explain the differences in internal-external
scale within this model.

4.2 Three Models
As derived from 59 cases included in 45 interviews analyzed, strategy formation process can be
described as a balancing act between external and internal analysis, combining market outlook
with resources at hand. Interviews also revealed different patterns emerging when studied from
this perspective and these patterns were used for developing the three models presented here.
Main differences in these three models are in the sequence of external and internal analysis and
the degree that internal analysis is utilized, referring to the analysis stage of general model.
Three models also suggest varying outputs for strategy process and create differing challenges
for implementation. Again it must be noted that the three models present only specific points in
internal-external continuum of strategy formation. Other alternatives are likely to exist.
Extracted models are here descriptively named internally driven, balanced and externally driven.
Internal analysis is utilized earliest and most in internally driven model where both the trigger
and initiation of analysis in strategy formation process are internally driven, and the role of
market and competitive analysis is seen more irrelevant and new market is sometimes described
to be possible to ‘create’ as in blue ocean strategies (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005).
Controversially, externally driven process draws heavily from external analysis of environment
and competition, and internal structure and resources are assumed to directly follow the
externally conducted formation process. Balanced process is more of a combination of the
former two, external analysis still driving the process but updates to strategy being made based
on internal analysis already before implementation stage.
Table 3 summarizes the main features of each strategy formation model. These models are
described in more detail in the next chapters.
Model

Main Idea

Quote

Internally Driven

Market can be created

“(…) we think that the whole
world is open for us so that
market is there and we do not
see competition as a major
threat (…)” [COO,
Technology Company]
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Externally Driven

Resources and structure will “Well for us too it goes
follow decided strategy
through identifying that we
want to be there and then we
just find a way to be there,
without looking first if it’s
possible or not“ [MD,
Service Company]
Balanced
Capability belief guiding “So that’s where it started so
external
analysis
and that we first looked at the
feasibility
check
before market potentials. And then
implementation
we looked at where we were
already good at.“ [Head of
Business Unit, Industrial
Engineering Company]
Table 3: Overview of three models

4.3 Internally Driven Model
“I have to think now because, I don’t know, maybe the whole strategy process as a term
is something we don’t… use. Maybe let’s say that we have talked a lot about this kind of
opportunistic perspective” [COO, Technology Company]
Internally driven model is characterized by an emphasis on internal analysis and recognizing
internal factors already early on in strategy formation process. At first, internal capabilities are
recognized and analyzed and confirmation of external market support comes only in form of
external feedback after implementation. Internally Driven model was present in 12 cases in
interview data. Below Figure 4 maps the internally driven process against the general strategy
framework.
In Figure 4 the general process of internally driven model is described in steps, which are
explained in more detail in next chapters. The main idea is that mainly internal inputs trigger the
start to analysis. Based on this internally emphasized analysis the company makes a decision and
moves on to implementation, which is left out the scope of this thesis. Feedback loops in this
model are mainly external and occur only at implementation stage, depicted by the arrow in the
figure.
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Figure 4: Internally driven process

!
4.3.1 Input
“Well let’s say this [strategy] has started from one clear idea which we then began to
implement. And that idea has been about how could we use [Technology A] and
[Technology B] in recycling systems.” [VP, Technology Company]
In 10 out of 12 cases, internally driven process was triggered by an internal input. The inputs
were often described to trigger an idea in the company, which was then further analyzed and
utilized in strategy. Formal structures or annual strategy cycles were not mentioned to have a
role in triggering the start of strategy process but it was rather more based on internal vision or
initiatives.
Amongst internal inputs were vision, restructuring needs, internal metric inputs as well as
innovation-based more technological triggers. These kinds of inputs were usually coming from
one or few key people in the company, for example in a product meeting coming up with ideas
to expand the current product or starting as a vision from founders. This would suggest that
inputs in internally driven process might be more informal and benefit from low hierarchies and
transparent organizational cultures.
A case from one Technology Company illustrates the appearance of internal triggers. The
company wanted to expand their product portfolio by using current competences and capabilities
with a growth objective in mind. In the end, the input for new product came quite naturally and
informally as described by the SVP below:
“It kind of came to the process in that way when we were thinking about where we were
and then someone with a flipchart draw that how about something like this. Then some
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one ideated with a flipchart that well how about this and then it sounded like “well this
is quite logical”. [SVP, Technology Company]
External inputs mentioned were customer approach and external trends as starting points for
strategy. In these cases the external inputs triggered the analysis where the company was
currently good at and how could the input be reacted to based on current resources or additional
education. External inputs where however much more rare in internally driven process compared
to other models.

!
4.3.2 Analysis
“(…) the whole world is really open for us, I mean so that the market is there and then
we don’t see competition as a major threat, so that’s the thing now but no, it’s really
more about the sales model and if we can like partly create this market then maybe we
can create the market ourselves then maybe then it’s not too easy to be in it when then it
comes up to individual people.“ [COO, Technology Company]
In internally driven model, the main analysis is done on internal side and focuses on building
upon new innovations or understanding current capabilities. Companies evaluate and analyze
their capabilities and resources at hand and form capability beliefs, which drive strategy
definition. In contrary to externally driven model, current capabilities tend to determine the
strategic direction. Vision and internal ideas are typical for this process and an idea of fully
utilizing own competences is the leading thought in internally driven cases. Strategic alignments
could be done for example based on possible exploiting chances of current capabilities to create
new ‘variations’ of existing product. In the end, an emphasis on internal analysis in strategy
formation is then theoretically more likely to ensure a high internal fit between the strategy and
the company.
Vision could lead the whole strategy process, especially in newly established companies. In a
case from a new technology company the company had a prospective technological innovation
at hand but was still searching for right application. Here the VP describes how the market
application was selected based on vision:
“So when this was kind of the vision then they thought that where would we find an
application where to start. And recycling is good in a couple of ways, as I said the
technology that is now used there is very heavy and expensive” [VP, Technology
Company]
Managers formed the important capability beliefs quite informally. Analysis on internal
capabilities was often described as “seeing” what people could do or by defining internal
capabilities by using ‘gut feeling’ and using that as a starting point. Some managers mentioned
using HR tools for grading personnel capabilities and through that creating a bigger picture of
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company wide capabilities. Internally driven companies appeared to have a clear understanding
of the core competences and capabilities of the company and these were not wanted to stray far
away from.
Lacking capabilities and resources are likely to be articulated and acted upon already early on in
analysis process. Most often new strategies required either new personnel or new skills for
existing employees. In having to rely on new workforce, the profiles and capabilities needed
were selective and well pre-defined and the right people were described as hard to find. In need
of only specific new capabilities, companies turned to internal education. Education also
appeared to be easier due to a high level of commitment and interests of personnel.
For internally driven companies the recognized internal capabilities are clearly centered on key
personnel or key capabilities, which then guide the strategy process to play by current strengths.
Informants did not hesitate to articulate the companies’ key competences and capability levels,
all pointing towards quite transparent companies or smaller size firms. Many internally driven
companies were product centric or technology companies, and thus the competences recognized
revolved around product and process qualities.
An example from a product-centric technology company depicts how capabilities can be
evaluated with specified levels for each employee. The below quote from the SVP also
demonstrates how HR tools are used in forming the view on capabilities.
“And then there is an own section there is kind of so that competences and then we have
listed there that what kind of UX-capability or Java-capability, you name it, and then
with my supervisor we rate that from one to five where are we.” [SVP, Technology
Company]
Market analysis in internally driven strategy processes is characterized as more informal and
‘lighter’ as in externally oriented processes. In few cases, market was even described as
‘unlimited’ and thus irrelevant for more specific analysis. Tools for lighter market analysis
included mapping number of potential customer companies within a specific market and
analyzing the proximity and feasibility of strategy in a chosen market. Competition on the other
hand was not seen as restricting nor was notably thoroughly analyzed. The strategy seems to be
to avoid competition, as in blue ocean strategies (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005). With the
‘unlimited’ market space, there is no will to start a war with potential competitors in proximate
fields. As such, external analysis was not conducted formally and did not influence decision
making per se.
Expanding into new geographies or markets could also be done based on almost only internal
analysis. A case from technology company expansion describes well how lightly market analysis
could be done in some cases, taken more as a detail amongst visionary plans. Besides the light
market analysis described below the company in question also rated potential markets based on
proximity.
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“We did not necessarily have any previous contacts there but we kind of had done this
light market analysis on what firms there really are, so that it is reasonably sized”
[COO, Technology Company]
Managerial capability beliefs are formed as a result of internal analysis of current capabilities
and capability gaps. In the background there is a strong, shared sense of company’s core
competences and possibilities. Capability beliefs then form a starting point for internal visions to
emerge. Thus the internal state of the organization is well-noted before implementation phase
but in absence or neglect of throughout external analysis the external fit with environment may
be left uncertain.

!
4.3.3 Decision
“And then, we have kind of gotten assured that this [product] is actually good for any
market and that with this product and delivery model we can compete in any market
against any competitor, so of that we are pretty self-confident” [COO, Technology
Company]
Companies using internally driven process have an ‘opportunistic’ take on strategy where
competition is generally not seen as a restriction but new market demand can rather be created,
such as in blue ocean strategies (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005). Leaning on existing competences
and a clear vision of what the company is able to implement are the main factors used in making
decisions. External environment does not have a notable weight on decision-making, leaving
external uncertainties possible to follow.
Decision-making reflects certain uncertainties and restrictions typical for internally driven
models. Decisions are characterized by cognition of a ‘certain’ market demand and ‘irrelevant’
competition. Here again the novelty or creation of new market space is emphasized. Perceived
uncertainties are thus more internal, for example regarding a technical implementation or a
resource uncertainty if there is need for extra personnel or new capabilities. As an example, one
manager for a technology company described the state of internal uncertainty as high since
‘nobody has ever tried to do the same’, reflecting an opportunistic strategy with high internal
uncertainties.
“But here it is really so that we try to do something that nobody else has tried to do
before, not even all the parts” [VP, Technology Company]
The decision in internally driven model is since done after internal analysis with somewhat
lighter external analysis. Managers have formed cognitive frames on current capabilities and
capability needs for implementation but the external support and market demand are still left a
bit undiscovered. This again reflects back in form of the feedback loops addressed next.
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4.3.4 Feedback Loops
“Well that was, they were largely funded but afterwards is of course easy to ask that
how we didn’t understand that the asset we were creating that it does not really have
customer demand, other that from this one customer who got a Product matching their
needs” [Director, Technology Company]
In internally driven model the feedback loops discovered were external, meaning that the
feedback the company got after implementation came from the external environment. As could
be predicted from the internal heavy analysis stage as the external support for strategy was left
partly uncertain, the external feedback came in later after the implementation. Internal feedback
on feasibility and capability state came already in analysis stage, contributing to a deeper
knowledge of internal factors.
The most common type of feedback internally driven companies mentioned receiving was
customer demand. The companies would get the feedback either as in growth and support from
customers or alternatively notice that the product did not sell or that customers felt that their
needs were not satisfied. As an SVP from a technology company stated, a product centric
company will receive the feedback on desirability of the product automatically from the
customers. Remembering that external demand was typically left uncovered in analysis stage,
external feedback could come as a surprise for internally driven strategy cases.
Not analyzing external demand properly could lead to negative external feedback later on, as
illustrated by a case from a technology company. The company had created a product to meet a
specific need of one client with the idea of offering the same product to a wider variety of
customers without further analyzing or scanning potential future customers. In the end, the
external feedback however was negative and further customer demand was not found, as
described by a company director in the quote starting this chapter.
Another type of external feedback regarded technological choices. This was most apparent with
novel technologies and also mentioned to connect with new start-ups, all related to the
technological risks attributable to products or services. New technologies might clash with
current “dominant design” or have to compete with current optimized old technologies. In one
case, a VP for technology company described the challenge to be that the customers needed to
change their daily routines or processes in order to use the technology properly which caused
challenges for sales argumentation. New technologies were also mentioned to have the risk of
failing in user interface construction. With negative feedback from customers the companies
needed to reflect back to their strategies whether the internally great fitted strategy actually had
market support after all.
In one case from a Technology Company the company had created a well-functioning product
but struggled in getting the sales flowing in. This was due to the product being quite complex
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and the company had difficulties in explaining the benefits for customers but an additional
challenge was that the customers needed to change their own ways of working in order to fully
benefit from the product. Thus even if the product would offer substantial benefits for
customers, demanding them to change their ordinary behavior had gotten in the way of
expanding market demand.
“That what we have is that they need to change their process. Because now the lad has
to wake up at a specific time in the morning and use [Product X] half an hour before.”
[VP, Technology Company]

!
4.3.5 Outcome
“The problem is not that our product would not do something or that our delivery model
had something [wrong] but the challenge is to get the sales flowing” [COO, Technology
Company]
The outcome of internally driven model is typically a combination of good internal knowledge
and a vague perception of external support. When succeeding, internally driven strategies rely on
the core competences and utilize internal capabilities well, resulting in a positive competitive
edge and a possibly lasting competitive advantage. On the other hand, internally driven
strategies may fail in understanding the actual customer needs or in being “too early” on the
market, resulting in a poor customer demand even though the product or the strategy concept
would be internally perfectly fit as it is.
The good outcome in internally driven process was present in cases where the company already
had customer contacts or a specific customer need to fill. Also expanding on current products
based on current internal strengths and ideas was successful in cases discussed. It is hard to say
how much luck was incorporated in success of internally driven companies, for example in form
of ‘accidental’ external support.
Founders of a newly established consumer services company were already well networked and
connected within the industry through their personal interests and previous experience. Though
the company basically started from nothing and grew with resources had at hand, it had such a
strong base on potential customers that internal resources came to be the bottleneck instead of
external support. Though external demand was not formally mapped beforehand, the network
worked in favor of the founders.
“Let’s say so that we surely are getting customers that I don’t question. But that we
probably had even more full house and now some customers have probably departed
because we are again against physical limitations” [Founder, Consumer Services]
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Unsuccessful strategies from internally driven cases were a result of not understanding customer
needs or challenges in sales or scaling up the operations. The first issue was that customer needs
were not understood and the offering was either too heavy or complicated for customers. With
technological solutions the challenges arose from being unable to communicate the complex
product benefits to customers, which reflected to low sales volumes. Sales were also the issue in
a start-up case when the sales material was either too informal or the product could not be scaled
fast enough. Scaling up the operations resulted in poor performance in either the product not
being suitable for a wider audience or the production needs were not met.
Established companies could have surprising challenges in getting new ideas or products through
to existing customer base. For example one technology company was faced with a challenge of
customers perceiving the company as “one product firm” and that resulted in difficulties of
selling new products to these customers, as described below.
“Then you have that label that we have a lot of customers that do not even purchase
both Product X and Y from us. They just see us as one product company so in that way
presenting new ideas and other to customers is surprisingly slow” [SVP, Technology
Company]

4.4 Externally Driven
”The (market) defines our offering so that it defines what are the solutions that we are
going to deliver to these customers, and then that defines the capabilities we need for
serving those customers and implementing those solutions” [CEO, Service Company]
Externally driven model was most prevalent in interview data, in total of 24 cases. In externally
driven model companies started building the strategy from external triggers and relying heavily
on external analysis as an essential part of process. Internal challenges in form of for example
resources or cultural fit were postponed later on to the implementation stage, which resulted in
internal feedback loops in form of feasibility feedback from organization. Figure 5 maps the
model against general framework.
In Figure 5 the general process of externally driven model is described in steps, which are
explained in more detail in next chapters. The main idea is that external inputs trigger the start to
analysis. Based on this externally emphasized analysis the company makes a decision of an
obtainable target state and moves on to implementation, which is left out the scope of this thesis.
Feedback loops in this model are mainly internal and occur only at implementation stage,
depicted by the arrow in the figure.
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Figure 5: Externally driven process

4.4.1 Input
“It is more about the market opportunities where it begins, so that is the B-to-B-to-C
way of thinking” [BD, Technology Company]
Inputs indicated for externally driven process were all external. Primary inputs mentioned were
market changes, trends and changes in sales – all defined as signals that a company must follow
and react. Following market actively was seen as a way to survive and maintain a competitive
edge in an industry. From these inputs, the main challenge was to recognize ‘noise’ from real
trends and evaluate the timing of the changes. Tools for following market trends included for
example using internal business intelligence unit to analyze external data, benchmarks from
relevant industries and geographies or asking customers for feedback. In the end, for externally
driven companies the triggers were all about forming the bigger picture and following the
changes in there.
As an example, a process industry company used its own intelligence team to understand the
signals coming from the market. The company had thought of the strategy for this particular
external trend already beforehand but had previously discarded it due to lack of market support.
Now that the external signal was getting stronger, the company finally decided to make a move
in the direction of observed trend:
“Now then it was as I described that in fact our traders, the parties working in our
markets see that the Environment is short of Material X all the time. They see it on a
daily level and at the same time our strategic intelligence can explain the logic of where
[Material X] has vanished. It has vanished because US does not produce it anymore.”
[SVP, Process Industry Company]
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Besides from market input, a stakeholder group such as customers or supply chain operators
could also give the input for strategic change. Either current customers could be prompted or
spontaneously provide information on future needs or then new partners could approach and
suggest a collaboration for a future project. Suppliers were also used as a source of input for
getting early indicators of changes in demand.
Competitors were also a source of input for externally driven companies. Following and
analyzing competitor moves was seen to be a good input for own strategic initiatives when
competition was considered to have a good understanding of market and provide important
information for a right strategic direction. However, some companies even deliberately wanted
to be behind competition, thus declining first mover advantages, to see what trends or market
changes were actually significant.
“ (…) and if you think of [This Company] we are usually late to everything but then we
come with a large input and we rumble. And that is also a strategic choice that we do
not try to be the first and most agile but we more like let others try first and when it
looks like this is the right direction to go then we put so much effort on the background
that it goes through” [Managing Director, Services Company]
A lot of triggers for externally driven process can be traced back to changes in sales data or other
financial numbers such as profitability or topline revenues, aka external feedback. Changes in
these numbers were then traced back to either changes in customer demand, geographies or
general economic changes. Externally driven companies were naturally inclined to follow the
money streams in their strategic choices. Other triggers mentioned included technological
changes and scientific studies that might have an impact on the industry.
One industrial company operates in a slow industry where changes that happen are usually
fundamental and critical. In the below quote, an Area President summarizes the importance of
reading market signals and concludes why it is vital to follow them. This is a typical approach of
externally driven cases, illustrating the impact of external triggers. This company in question
ended up finding a new market application for their existing product with a good outcome.
“If we didn’t wonder about the market quite regularly with a process we would surely
miss some signals. And we have to have some kind of a process.” [Area President,
Industrial Company]

4.4.2 Analysis
“(…) in my experience external factors are viewed a lot. Because that is market
dynamics, competitive environment and own position. And based on that we draw
conclusions. Quite rarely have I been in a situation where we truly, deeply discuss
whether we can do this or not. What would it require from us, what type of capability
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should we have or is missing. But somehow it has, maybe implicitly people know, think
what is possible and what is not.” [VP, Industrial Company]
Externally driven process starts from analyzing the external input and determining the market
situation. Basically this means trying to understand the impact and restrictions set by market and
setting an external strategic reference point based on these (Fiegenbaum et al., 1996). The
chosen reference point sets a target state for the company, contrary to internally driven model
where internal capabilities set the vision. External analysis also has a great role in evaluating
possible revenues and building a quantifiable business case for strategy. Internal factors are
considered less important or restrictive because external support and signals are thought to set
the conditions for success but also because internal factors are harder to evaluate or assumed to
implicitly follow.
For one Service Company it was critical to know what their competition was doing. The general
strategy of the company was not to be the first to move into new business areas but to be a fast
follower, and come in with large stakes. External environment was thus a major source of input
for the company and also the starting point of the analysis. Below a managing director in the
company describes the primary influences in their analysis process:
“We think that in the analysis of our context we had in fact two major (topics), one was
that how our customers change and the other was that what our competitors are doing,
what we assume the competitors are doing” [Managing Director, Service Company]
In externally driven model, all analysis started from quantifiable numbers. Major part of
informants mentioned having a strong focus on metrics as a background for the strategy process.
Of current market companies gathered data on market shares, market growth expectations and
anticipated changes in industry regulation, bearing in mind their own position related to these
factors. These proximate areas were depicted as easier to understand for a realistic perspective.
In practice, the analysis was done either in a separate business intelligence unit or in different
business units that would then take their conclusions to the top management team.
Tool used for external analysis included benchmarking, customer demand analysis, gathering
data on consumer preferences and analyzing new technology trends. From financial numbers,
informants mentioned using also quite heavy sets of financial numbers, but also other KPIs and
cost analysis from internal quantifiable side were said to be amongst the most influencing
metrics. Benchmarking was often mentioned as an important tool since foreign markets were
often ahead of Finnish markets and with modificating factors taken into account the numbers
could easily be adjusted to the Finnish market. From consumer and client preferences it was
valuable to consider the critical mass for a business case, so that only top customers or a specific
limit for customer number accounted for the initiative to be worth further analysis and making it
into strategy. Excel was mentioned as a practical tool for data processing by a number of
informants as well as different consumer surveys and external consultants or reports. Scenario
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planning and preparing for different possible scenarios was a backup plan mentioned in a few
cases.
A Strategy VP from an Industrial Company describes the external analysis of his company as
follows:
“But then how demand evolves or yes that comes from external analytics” [VP,
Industrial Company]
“That customer understanding of what they need, then that comes from customers” [VP,
Industrial Company]
“ (…) we have looked quite at the industry in a longer run and there we have kind of
evaluated market shares and whether it is stable or what the objective is”. [VP,
Industrial Company]
The company thus uses different sources of analysis in their externally driven strategy process.
In this case the company used analysis of external signals in expanding to a new geographic
area. The VP however recognizes the potential pitfalls in focusing on mere external analysis, and
offers an interesting perspective for influence behind the company’s selection of strategy process
model:
“They (external factors) are easy. Concrete and easy. This is the really simple reason in
my opinion. These internal factors they are much harder to… they are harder. And also
the understanding of them needs to be of different kind… yeah maybe it just depends on
different types of methods to be able to approach them objectively and evaluate them
and that probably is that capability that is missing in the average companies that I have
been in.” [VP, Industrial Company]
In general all analysis concluded in externally driven model was described as a systematic
process of collecting and analyzing external data and setting a target state for the organization
based on the “big picture”. External analysis was more formal and inclusive than in other models
with informants describing interviewing and looking at the whole value chain plus a more
comprehensive external risk analysis as a part of their strategy process. However, a large set of
data would not be enough for creating a successful strategy and as a head of development in an
industrial company put it, data heavy process had the challenge of leaving the analysis just at
data level which would be useless without an understanding of the actual effect it has on the
business. Other issues with heavy data volumes were incoherence and focus on already realized
past events instead of focusing on future prospects or predictability.
External market was also seen to restrict the strategic possibilities. For externally driven
companies market presented both opportunities in form of winnable business cases but also
threats with market changes. When external conditions were analyzed it was recognized that
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they also provided restrictions for operations. However, in analysis stage these restrictions did
not come from internal side and for example current resources were not seen to restrict the
possibilities for future strategy whereas market size and market share consolidation could be
seen as restrictions for strategy.

4.4.3 Decision
“Well also for us it goes through that we state that we want to be there and after that
we just find a way how to be there and do not look if it is possible or not at first.” [MD,
Service Company]
“But quite rarely we really think that something is totally impossible” [BD, Logistics
Company]
Decision in externally driven model is guided by external analysis and a vast set of data. Based
on external analysis and formed market beliefs companies form a target state, a hypothesis of
own target position within the market. Informants often mentioned selecting their desired
position based on growth targets and picking out segments where first or second position could
somehow be reached.
One Logistic Company using externally driven model had a strong metric focus in their Unit
Renewal strategy, as well as generally other strategies done in the company. The company first
set the targets with the decision and then actively followed the outturn. The company also had
personnel reward schemes connected to these metrics. A head of development summarizes the
focus as follows:
“Well we do at this moment, if you think of Division X and organization as whole so we
have a strong metrics focus. So in all strategic entities and everything we pursue that all
that we do has a clear measurable starting level and target state” [Head of
Development, Logistics Company]
Only after “selecting” this target state was the question of ‘how’ taken into account and internal
factors considered for implementation. Thus internal factors ended up having an implementation
focus in strategy process: they were not seen as a source of creating competitive advantage as
such but more as a tool for implementing externally set objectives.
Implementation focus was evident in an idea that after setting the strategic objective based on
external environment all resources could be acquired and will follow. Needed capabilities are
recruited and educated to make an external strategic initiative possible. Top management has a
view that practical challenges are always solvable and structure will follow strategy, as also
presented by Dameron and Torset (2014). Where external environment may restrict strategies,
internal resources should not give such restrictions, though amongst many initiatives the focus
for resource allocation could be decided by comparing opportunity costs. Internal resources are
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thus acknowledged but they do not affect decisions as such. Externally driven processes also
used subjective person-centered practices for analyzing current internal capabilities and future
capability needs. In this way, the capability recognition could be formed in for example singular
meetings with top management team or by project lead making the evaluation of current and
needed capabilities.
A case from a consumer goods company depicts how decisions in externally driven model might
be done merely on external opportunity analysis. The company used a “gate” approach for
making strategic decisions but all the gates were evaluated by external opportunity.
“ But it is specifically this kind of, we really properly look and investigate what kind of
external opportunity we have but we do not look that like analyze too clearly what are
the internal capabilities and if for example our brand can be stretched [to the new
domain]. Not a word regarding it.”
“ It is very implicit for internal things, it is almost taken as granted so that they are
really not written anywhere” [Function Director, Consumer Goods Company]
Tools for implementation included acquisitions, outsourcing, spot-on recruiting and making
selective choices on who from the current personnel to educate and when. Implementation by
educating personnel and recruiting was also considered amongst practical solutions to fill in gaps
found with internal analysis. Organizational structures could be changed to support strategic
decisions and to move needed capabilities around to right spots. Heavy implementation focus
showed in sometimes neglecting cultural factors or being blinded to see challenges in moving
people around.

4.4.4 Feedback Loops
“Let’s say that we had that, people were saying that, we had internal resistance, and got
internal resistance (…) at that point when we were organizing teams and let’s say the
beginning was harder at first. We thought that we would get internal resistance but
there was even more of it. But then on the other side when we went there, there is always
that point when people understand that customers are buying, we are growing and then
logical reasoning wins ” [MD, Service Company]
After implementation, the feedback loops from externally driven process are mainly internal, in
form of feedback on feasibility or fit from the organization. As implementation, structure and
capabilities are assumed to follow the chosen strategy, a misunderstanding of feasibility may
result in negative internal feedback and endanger the selected strategic path. Still, external
feedback is given a larger emphasis and feasibility issues might even be continuously neglected.
Internal feedback comes mainly from issues with implementation when a chosen strategic scope
proves to be more difficult to realize than eventually thought. Challenges arising as feedback
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were for example not finding suitable personnel or acquisition targets for new capability needs
or that capability building would be slower than initially thought. Other feedback mentioned to
complicate externally driven strategy was in cultural heritage of brand, personnel mistrust or
restriction and not being able to move capabilities as per wishes.
As an example, a director in an industrial engineering company recognizes the internal feedback
coming back to top as a feasibility check. According to him, internal feedback might not
however have an actual impact to the strategy, as quoted below:
“Usually the practical reaction is that we need more personnel resources and if we sat that
we have to do something additional like this somewhere then the questions is that how do we
do that, we need some other people. So yes it comes but it is a certain kind of dialog after
that. It is always a negotiating process in these. But then this comes in the second phase
when the strategy has been formed and goes to substrategies then it comes back as feedback
back to top level that what is feasible and what is not. But it does not necessarily change the
direction, that’s how I would see it.” [Director, Industrial Engineering Company]
Externally driven companies also mentioned receiving external feedback from for example
customers and own sales personnel. This feedback was then reflected back as triggers for
strategy formulation, implying that external feedback is possibly more appreciated in externally
driven strategy processes, as a natural continuum for a data and number heavy process.
An interesting point is also mentioned by an Industrial Company VP on how external feedback
can also construct capability and competitive advantage beliefs. Externally driven companies
might thus use external feedback also for forming their implicit capability assumptions, as
described below:
"Well it must be cumulated through years that we have seen what is the reason why we
succeed. And it comes as a combination of different customer feedback and insight of what
differentiates us from others.[VP, Industrial Company]

4.4.5 Outcome
“And that moving (of capabilities) is really hard, I don’t know how it can actually be
built. There locally. And these are probably one of the biggest reasons why we fail in
implementing a strategy because we do not understand what it requires to build that
capability there locally. So this might be it” [VP, Industrial Company]
The outcome of strategy work in externally driven process is likely to have a strong external
support and possibly encounter challenges with internal feasibility. A good outcome has a
readily strong and argumented market support whereas a bad outcome is likely to stumble with
implementation.
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Emphasizing external analysis has the advantage of best ensuring future revenues if the analysis
on market changes and trends proves to be accurate. Companies actively following market trends
are also less likely to miss radical changes within an industry and might have more time to react
upon these changes. External inputs might also provide more accurate and timely information
than internal ones. Where in internally driven process capabilities might be unsure to provide
any quantifiable results, external environment is more likely to offer much more initiatives to
take on. Saving time on taking influences and imitating benchmark markets or competition
hypothetically provide more efficient strategy formation process.
Another benefit suggested to be connected to externally driven processes is that also further
opportunities can be analyzed. In internally driven process own capabilities and resources can set
‘limitations’ or ‘lenses’ to the outlook on market, whereas in externally driven process current
capabilities do not restrict the start of strategy process, hopefully making it easier to spot even
further changes.
For one technology company reading external signals and anticipating changes beforehand led to
a successful strategic path. The company relied heavily on collecting data on external trends and
changes from a fast industry and using them as a starting point for strategy. In their case,
externally driven strategy enabled them to proactively react on upcoming trends and resulted in
success. Below a former director in the company describes how externally driven strategy
enabled their success:
“And at that point it fostered that in fact [Company X] in both [Segments Y and Z] could
recognize this massively growing potential and put in anticipatory resources and get
customers” [Director, Technology Company]
Challenges in externally driven processes lie in a possible lack of internal support and resources.
Since resource needs are evaluated much later or just assumed to follow, the chosen strategies
might prove to be unfeasible. Resource procurement may also become a bottleneck in the
process, slowing down the strategy implementation phase. Externally driven strategies were
victimized by overoptimistic objectives set by mere market analysis possibly causing lacking
internal support. Will to commit to externally set objectives and the belief of a company to
actually be able to implement these targets may suffer and thus the implementation can also
become challenging. Other internally caused challenges for feasibility were budgetary
restrictions, image or brand restrictions and fit to organization.
One industrial engineering company was in their own words technologically ahead of market
and analysis of external environment showed a potential position for the company. However, the
company struggled with both internal and external uncertainties that were realized and led the
company eventually to bankruptcy. Below the former director in the company describes the
challenges that the company faced:
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“And then we ended up in that kind of situation that we wanted to sell to those big
markets where there was an existing service network and equipment from competitors.
They had sales organizations, they had service organizations. So you kind of go to this
mature market as a new player, well that’s not easy”
“Then another is this very poor capability in solvency. Even though it is not a
traditional capability what we were used to thinking in earlier jobs, it was still a
obstacle for this business” [Director, Industrial Engineering Company]

4.5 Balanced Model
“Well in a way we first looked at this external market and then we looked at what kind
of capabilities we have and what could we here that what opportunities do these give?”
[Director, Service Company]
Balanced model uses both internal and external analysis before deciding on implementation. The
model is characterized for almost simultaneously analyzing external market opportunities and
evaluating capabilities and internal fit of new strategic initiatives. Thus opportunities that are
seen to conflict for example company image or mission, or that are further away from current
competences are left untouched enabling current capabilities to also spark new opportunities.
Balanced model is uses more external data and quantifiable validations than internally driven
model but uses internal analysis more in decisions than externally driven model. Figure 6 maps
the balanced process against the general strategy framework.
In Figure 6 the general process of balanced model is described in steps, which are explained in
more detail in the upcoming chapters. Both internal and external inputs may trigger the start of
analysis where external analysis is carried out by first having a formed view on organizational
capabilities and afterwards ensuring feasibility before making decisions. Feedback loops occur
both within the analysis stage and later in implementation.
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Figure 6: Balanced process

4.5.1 Input
“We have customer need and then for example one of our technical experts realizes that
hey we could respond to this need with this kind of thing. So here it might also come
from within.” [Product Manager, Technology Company]
Balanced models present both internal and external triggers for strategy process. Interviewed
managers described mostly external triggers such as market changes and trends to spark strategy
formation process but also recognized internal inputs from within the organization to take place,
as described in the example quote above.
Identified external triggers for strategy process came as typical market based inputs. Market
changes, upcoming trends, changes in legislation and competitor moves were all mentioned
amongst reasons to start strategy process as was in externally driven process. In addition to
company’s own signal spotting, these changes could also be noticed based on customer
approaches, feedback or changes in KPIs, which made companies react to changes. In few cases
the informants replied directly to have completely external triggers.
Market trends were an important input for a technology company seeking a new product
expansion strategy. The current offering of the company had come to a plateau in demand and
the company was seeking new sources of revenue. The company noticed a market trend arising
from its stakeholders and started to pursue a new offering as described below:
“It can be said that a strong vision but especially, I emphasize that it was let’s say
market trend based vision. So there we attached the company’s offering to those market
trends that had value” [CEO, Technology Company]
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In technology heavy industries the outlook on technology trends was often the main input for the
strategy process. Technology trends were mentioned to be important especially in product
development and in evaluating the timing of the trends. Technology trends were seen as selfevident to happen, but the timing was the primary question for analysis. These trends were
always a vital input to start strategy process since new technologies had the risk of changing the
industry rapidly or gave the companies a chance to gain competitive advantage.
Internal triggers included internal initiatives, board mandates and re-organizing needs.
Companies also had annual clocks for internally scheduling their strategy process, but this
timeframe could also be bypassed if urgent triggers emerged. Specifically interesting were
internal initiatives and innovations where a small group of individuals could affect the strategy
process: as an example, a technology-enthusiast, a hard-core Apple fan inspired the company to
expand their digital strategy to include content development for tablets. In addition to internal
initiatives, new innovations or inspirations from value chain could also end up in strategic
evaluations.
A head of unit from a service company categorized inputs for strategy trigger in three categories,
two of these being trends either from industry or from insights on customer data. The third type
he identifies as a trigger for the service company strategies is however internal, based on current
capabilities:
“And then maybe third [type of input] is the capability-type so that we twig that we have
these blocks and if we could combine them like this and to this kind of new product we
could in fact offer this to all platforms and so forth.” [Head of Unit, Service Company]

4.5.2 Analysis
“We start from what we have, which are, what kind of competitive factors we have and
what kinds we want to have. And then we also start to think about what assets we have
and what competences we have. Then when we have maybe a new area so then we of
course start to reflect on what kind of competitive factors that would require, what types
of assents, what types of competences it would need and then we reflect on that gap”
[CSO, Technology Company]
Balanced model strategies take both internal and external side into account in analysis stage.
Current state and capabilities of organization both restrict and enable new strategic directions to
emerge. The weight of analysis is still on external side, often conducted more formally than
internal side analysis and setting the objectives for future strategy. External analysis is
influenced by internal evaluation also afterwards since feasibility check is used for ensuring a
good internal fit with new strategic opportunities. In this way, internal evaluations act both as a
lens for starting external analysis as well as an influence for the decisions on which externally
appealing strategy to go for.
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A growth strategy in an industrial engineering company started to form based on looking at
adjacent businesses and how the company’s offering could be expanded in those areas. VP of the
company describes the situation as follows:
“So then we looked that [Industry X] where we offer x, y, z already now. So what could be
then w or even t? So what else could we offer to so called [Area X]?” [VP, Industrial
Engineering Company]
Internal preconditions for strategy formulation provide both opportunities and restrictions for
new strategies. Opportunities arise when companies realize that they have competences that
could be further exploited in creating competitive advantage or start an ideation process on for
example how to expand product line based on current customer base, capabilities or technologies
at use. Informants presented this option especially in product development cases but other
applications were found in re-focusing or digitalization strategies. Required capability beliefs
were formed based on personnel questionnaires with both quantifiable and qualitative results,
history-based previous track records from business units, internal interviews and different
competence and competence gap analysis tools.
The same industrial engineering company introduced above started external analysis by first
going through their internal strengths and looking how their offering could match new market
segments. Thus the understanding of the external environment was complemented with
capability beliefs and it was analyzed how these could be used in advantage of the company.
“There we actually we looked it through internal capabilities so that what else could we
do there, what do they currently have there and to which market segment could we step
or what new could we bring there?” [VP, Industrial Engineering Company]
Restrictions from internal preconditions rose from will to mainly build on existing capabilities
and competences. Previously successful track records and stories were not wanted to be
breached and near adjacencies were considered far less risky for implementation. External
analysis could be started on basis of building on existing state and using previous experience to
define what matches to current portfolio, customer base or capabilities. In words of a consumer
company CEO, opportunities ‘in far horizon’ were sure not to find capabilities for
implementation. Informants clearly used history information as the basis for building their
capability beliefs and as a lens for external analysis.
An industrial company recognizing their own competences and core areas did not wish to
expand beyond their area of expertise, though expansion strategy and growth were the drivers of
the strategy. Having the current competitive edge as the driving perspective for strategy, the
company has found new areas to utilize their core capabilities:
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“And that has resulted in us restricting that we have said that we are playing in value chain
X and not expanding outside that, so that is our area of expertise. So in that way that
capability has restricted where we have gone.” [SVP, Industrial Company]
External analysis was still mentioned as the most defining factor in strategy process used in
balanced model. Cases were guided by external opportunity, present in for example growth of
demand, market size and market shares. Adjacent business segments were also actively sought to
find the needed growth. In the end, the attractiveness of an external opportunity was the most
defining screening that strategy processes had to pass. In word of a technology company CEO,
managers were usually ‘mentally more outbound’.
As internal preconditions would suggest, managers mentioned actively following especially
those market segments where the company was seen to have competitive edge. These would
naturally include following existing business units and their development and extending to
nearby segments in some cases. From these market segments companies analyzed for example
general growth, competitor moves, trends and changes in demand. In other words, internal
capability beliefs defined what companies looked and analyzed from external environment.
Balanced cases mentioned often using external assistance in market analysis. This included
using external consultants and reports as well as acquiring information from partner and
stakeholder networks. Customer feedback was also included into analysis process in some cases,
also extending to new potential customers for example in form of consumer research. Other tools
mentioned included both formal instruments such as scenario planning or analyzing pros and
cons but informants also mentioned using more informal ‘gut feeling’ in analysis and
commented that external analysis should be conducted more formally.
One technology company was used to starting their strategy rounds with analyzing external data.
They used Gartner reports as a starting point and then analyzed whether their software could
have an impact to the value chain in question. One managing director of Finnish operations in
the company describes the situation as follows:
“We started there so that we first looked at a bit of that macro data and then customer
segment specific data. So how certain segments grow and what’s the market potential.
Then we looked at the rate of change so how many possible disruptions is there coming.
Additionally to if there’s money on the table but also how the industry is changing.”
[Managing Director, Technology Company]
Though the company had even previously looked at possibilities to disrupt existing value chains
and grow with existing capabilities, the focus has shifted even more inwards. The company is
still looking for a match with market opportunity but the outlook has now become more internal,
as described below:
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“And now in this round that we did last year maybe in this case we used even more time
for understanding our internal capabilities. And constantly iterative reflecting back to if
we can really do this. How fast we can do it. And if we make strategic choices, for
example competence in our business is that is really important that we have right guys
and gals at the right spot at the right time. Doing right kind of job so that it matches the
market opportunity as well” [MD, Technology Company]
After recognizing and evaluating external environment, balanced strategy processes returned to
analyzing internal conditions required to possibly implement the strategic direction. It was more
typical for Balanced Model managers to describe and evaluate risk analysis as a part of strategy
process where risks seen were often connected to internal aspects of strategy, for example as one
technology company VP presented in quote above that it always came back to the whether the
opportunity is realistic to implement and if the company has capability for execution. Balanced
companies used more time and effort in understanding internal capability and evaluating speed
of execution before making decisions on strategy. Still, as in words of a consumer services
company CEO, capabilities were required to have an impact on strategy as a perspective but the
strategy could not be to have a capability, highlighting the instrumental value that balanced
companies had for internal analysis.
Understanding the capabilities connected to an external opportunity guided by both gut feeling
and more formal analysis. Gut feeling was a word used by many managers for intuitively
evaluating feasibility of strategies and not explicitly analyzing the capability needs. In these
cases it was clearly challenging for managers to articulate the exact reasons behind a formed
capability belief. Other more informal internal analysis included mapping the opportunity
against current portfolio and evaluating internal fit of the opportunity.
The companies mentioned using more time informally to understand the resources needed to
secure the feasibility of strategy. A new CEO of consumer services company emphasized the
importance of ensuring the availability of resources:
“One element of strategic choice is that do we believe that we can get the resources here. It
is a good point in itself and at least gets me thinking how much more time we should spend
on the work of ensuring resources and not just assume” [CEO, Consumer Services]
Some managers also mentioned using formal internal analysis as part of feasibility check. Tools
mentioned included benchmarking relevant markets or industries and matching their capability
needs to the company in question, competence mappings and using experts from each sector or
business unit to analytically evaluate capability gaps. Capabilities could also be benchmarked
against competitive group, either by own analysis or by an external research company.
An example of a more formal internal analysis comes from a technology company creating a
general strategy for the company. The company kept a close look on its competitors both as
external players but also used them for analyzing their own capabilities. Below the company
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CSO describes the situation of finding out whether a capability creates competitive advantage
and if not, how could it be built to catch up the competition.
“(…) now we map these gaps that emerge whether it was in technology or some asset or
some competence, so what are we missing. And then we started to think so, what are
our, our routes to, if it is possible to buy a company or get a partner or if we can recruit,
make or build ourselves.” [CSO, Technology Company]
Capabilities recognized could be divided into tangible and intangible capabilities. Especially
managers from product development centric companies often articulated more tangible and
technical capabilities such as programming or production capabilities, while some other
managers spoke of intangible capabilities such as understanding the customers or brand heritage.
It also varied whether capabilities were evaluated on individual or company wide level.

!
4.5.3 Decision
“We just had to think whether we have these kinds of process capabilities and marketing
capabilities. It was not something like we have to put millions to some system
development. So that was it, big, it made this decision-making easier (…)” [SVP,
Consumer Goods Company]
Decision in balanced model is made based on both attractiveness of external opportunity and
confirmation of good internal fit and feasibility. Managers saw that both internal and external
uncertainties could lead to declining an otherwise possible strategic direction. Implementation
could also be party planned before making a decision.
Balanced model decisions featured characteristics of both internally and externally driven model
decisions. On the other hand, initiatives were selected based on external support from market but
these initiatives were also screened based on internal capability and fit with the organization.
Risk analysis was also mentioned more often in connection with balanced model cases. However
this did not mean that decisions would not leave any uncertainties for implementation and also
balanced model included cases of failed strategies.
Making a conclusive decision in a consumer goods company technology strategy was preceded
by both internal and external analysis and checks. A business manager in the company said that
they wanted to make the decision based on both external support and certainty of internal
feasibility and fit, resulting in different checks from within and externally to the organization.
Below the business manager describes the checks made before the final strategic decision.
“Before that (point of decision) we had done those more detailed consumer surveys and
settled how to implement that technically and clarify that pricing from consumers that
what could it be and what are all these business metrics for us which we pursue and
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what are the risks and based on all these we did the implementation decision.”
[Business Manager, Consumer Goods Company]
“(Regarding the feasibility analysis) We walked through the opportunity with our
architecture and technology experts and what kind of job would this be to do, how would
they think it should be done. Then we did not see any major challenges or risks there.”
[Business Manager, Consumer Goods Company]

4.5.4 Feedback Loops
Both internal and external feedback loops could occur already in analysis stage in balanced
model. This was possibly a result of using both internal and external triggers and analysis
already before making strategic decisions.
Internal feedback regarded mainly implementation and fit with current state. Managers
mentioned receiving feedback from for example product development team for the technical
feasibility and timelines, and from personnel in the sufficiency of capabilities. Evaluations on
implementing multiple new objectives simultaneously was also questioned. For external
uncertainties, employed talented individuals could also prove the initiative to have market
demand by showing organizations already interested customers and with that gain more support
for their initiative. After decision, internal feedback also came in form of changes in personnel
and need for new recruits.
A case from an industrial engineering company demonstrates how feedback on feasibility was
taken into consideration already before strategic decisions. The company recognized the
importance of timing the entry on market and thus the bottleneck being the speed of execution,
the feedback gotten from that side could influence strategies already at analysis stage. A
company VP describes the situation as follows:
“Probably some good ideas were discarded based on comments from product
development but on the other hand we must have a realistic view on how fast that can be
done from technological perspective and secondly… maybe we still had quite a lot of
optimism there on how fast it can be commercialized” [VP, Industrial Engineering
Company]
Externally feedback could come either on internal initiatives on their external demand and later
on after implementation from market results. External feedback was highly appreciated, as
market support was a major criterion for selecting on strategies.
External feedback came partly only after implementation for a consumer goods company. The
company had released a product using a technology new to the market and did not quite get the
reception they were hoping for. A SVP in the company however describes that from the external
feedback the company realized that this was only the first stage in a wider strategy renewal.
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“So this is how we thought that we had the capability. And then after the launch
probably at the end of second quarter we were so down thinking that this is not working
at all. But only then we realized that hey this is just, we are just practicing here so let’s
get to work now.” [SVP, Consumer Goods Company]

4.5.5 Outcome
“So that the capability and also the processes we need around it to get all the
information… know-how from this organization, that is something we have not
succeeded in. And that we did not think about in the strategy definition phase”
[Director, Industrial Services Company]
At best outcomes from balanced model processes combined an understanding of internal preconditions, external opportunity analysis and internal capability validation. Still, since internal
and external uncertainties can never completely be eliminated some strategy processes resulted
in an undesirable outcome. Some managers also mentioned that even though both internal and
external analysis were conducted, they might be more based on gut feeling or informal
discussions, resulting in an incomplete picture.
Some of the balanced process strategies were highly successful, resulting in a lasting competitive
advantage or a successful entrance into a new business area. Recognized previous capabilities or
correctly read market situation could lead to positive outcomes and with help of enthusiasm for
implementation from the employees that resulted in a successful strategy. A consumer company
SVP also noted that reaching a good outcome could only also be partly a lucky strike.
Reasons mentioned behind failed outcomes were both internal and external. External reasons
included for example unpredictable changes in market, exceeding time horizon or not finding
suitable acquisition targets. Acquisition based strategies were also classified as binary by an
Industry Company SVP with often unpredictable outcomes. Internal reasons behind failures
included not completely understanding what novel situations meant for capabilities or not being
able to transfer capabilities to new applications. Internal analysis also did not guarantee an
implementation capability as noted in a quote below.
Failure on implementation could be unexpected, as illustrated by a case from Industrial Services
Company. Though the eventual outcome of the new strategy has been good, the company
struggled to begin the implementation according to a Director. The case demonstrates how even
if capability requirements were analyzed and thought to be understood, the implementation and
feasibility may still be left on vague grounds and may result in surprising challenges.
“Then on the flipside of the coin, well you are asking if we evaluated what capability it
requires, so yes we have evaluated but have we been able to implement, then no not so
good” [Director, Industrial Services Company]
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4.6 Comparison of Three Models
As presented previously, the three models derived from the interview data differ in their strategic
approach on internal-external scale. All of the models contained differing degrees of internal and
external analysis, which resulted in varying kinds of feedback loops and different challenges for
implementation. The models show that companies and strategy processes are guided by diverse
approaches and attitudes towards both internal and external analysis.
Besides describing the models as such it would benefit the research to understand some possible
factors influencing companies and cases to go with a certain model. In addition, if the factors
and models could be connected to possible outcomes, it could benefit evaluating and predicting
the outcome of strategy cases. A practical application could be that for example a company in a
fast-paced industry would know to focus more on analyzing external trends when it comes to
product development strategies to achieve a better outcome. The aim of this thesis is to assist or
point to a limited number of factors that could be taken into account in this kind of approachoutcome connection in the future.
The mappings in following chapters are done based on the external situation at the time of the
case, analyzed approach on internal-external scale and the outcome as it could be understood
from the informants opinions. Thus no external data on finances or such has been collected.
Some of the cases were still ongoing or the informant had left the company or did not articulate
clear indications of the quality of the outcome and these are not included in the following
analysis.
First, explanatory factors on model “selection” are reviewed, including both mapping the
internal-external approach against different factor dimensions and informant theories, which
include the informants’ opinions what may have influenced the strategic approach. Second part
of this chapter attempts to connect the models to different types of outcomes and begins to
explain what kind of approach would a certain kind of company be likely to benefit from.

!
4.6.1 Explanatory Factors
In attempting to find some possible underlying factors influencing strategy process model
multiple different factors must be considered. A good explanatory factor would be easy to
confirm and measure and the data should be diverse in this dimension. Better considerable
factors might be found with a more extensive gathering of data from the organizations in
question but that goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
Attempted factors possibly explaining model selection included company size, case strategy type
as unit or corporate strategy and the number of business segments within a company, defining it
as a single or multi business company. The two former did not conclude in any significant
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findings as the approaches did not correlate with size or strategy type but rather were spread out
evenly across the matrix. Number of business segments however did result in some notable
correlations with strategy process approach as shown in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Approach against number of business segments in a company
Defining companies as either single or multi business companies was done as a binary choice
based on public data on company operations. The definition was not done based on described
case but as an attribute for the whole company in question. Internal-external approach has been
divided based on the model that the case primarily followed as derived from the interview.
Figure 7 demonstrates that single business companies seem to use more internal strategy
approach whereas multibusiness companies prefer external approach. Both forms include some
cases with balanced models but also within that model single business companies tended to place
more emphasis on internal analysis than multibusiness companies. Exceptions can be found
within both company types.
Reasons behind the distribution as shown could be hypothesized. Single business companies
shown in Figure 7 are also generally smaller and more focused on their core areas, which could
enable and guide the approach towards the internal end. Multibusiness companies then might
generally have more interest towards the external environment and trends as they must manage
multiple different business areas simultaneously. Companies operating in multiple business
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segments might also necessarily have more bureaucracy and formal business culture to prohibit
internal analysis, but these are all merely guesses and not based on data as such.

4.6.2 Informant Theories
Informants had multiple different suggestions for factors influencing strategy approach on
internal-external scale. When asked about possible causes for different kinds of strategy
processes in different companies, respondents identified multiple factors that provide a possible
explanation also for the internal analysis pattern. These features can be divided into two
categories: company specific factors and industry specific factors – respectively these are
internal and external factors for model selection presented below.

4.6.2.1 Internal Factors
“I do think this is more of a cultural than an industry dependent question. And a
question of history too.” [VP, Consumer Goods Company]
Internal influences mentioned included factors within the company that informants thought had
an influence on strategy process approach. These included for example cultural factors, degree
of bureaucracy, strategic objectives and annual timing of the process. All informants
hypothesized quite similar factors to have an influence, independent of the prevalent process
model in their respective company.
Company history and culture were amongst the most commonly mentioned influences.
Managers of newly established companies felt that they could have a freer strategy approach
than for example when the company was a part of a bigger organization. On the other hand
managers from companies with a long track record and strong brand umbrella felt that culture
had a larger effect on how strategy was formed. Culturally transparent, flexible and inclusive
companies tended to point to a stronger emphasis on internal analysis, with informants clearly
being proud or satisfied to say if their current company had a more culturally open atmosphere
than their previous placement.
“Another is that I think the size of the company influences a lot too, that is another
thing. So strategy processes, they are very different depending on what is the size of the
organization in question. And probably some cultural factors (influence) as well.”
[Director, Industrial Engineering Company]
Hindering factors for strategy process and implementation mentioned were bureaucracy and
inertia as well as more formal factors such as organizational strategy frames and annual clock.
These hindrances either forced companies to focus on certain external elements or made it harder
to focus on internal analysis, as the guidelines or timeframes were strict. A SVP from a company
using balanced model however noted that the company had started to react to triggers as they
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came instead of waiting for annual clock frames for strategy process, which allowed the
company to bypass this internal hindrance.
“Well I would say that we have quite, we are still quite of a small company so that it
comes a lot through doing together and through that maybe more than… something
else” [COO, Technology Company]
Also person centric factors were claimed to have an impact on strategy creation. The subjective
preference of CEO was seen to have an effect on internal-external axis and company
stakeholders such as owners or board members were mentioned to have a role in model selection
according to their preferences. This subjective preference of different parties influencing general
strategy process was said to restrict or guide the attention towards internal or external approach.
From other company specific features, company image and purpose of existence were also
mentioned to guide the strategy process. If a company for example had a strong image as a
certain quality or product deliverer it guided the company towards balanced model for strategy
formulation, with companies first conforming with internal fit and only then turning attention to
external analysis to ensure maintaining their strong image.
Informant theories on internal factors resulted in a lot of weight on cultural and subjective
factors influencing the selection of model. That would indicate that internal-external approach
could not be predicted from an outsider perspective but could be influenced if the managers
recognized their own influence on the approach.

4.6.2.2 External Factors
“Partly these differences come from the market domain. So when we are in a technology
industry then there are more of these trends and changing situations and regulations
and that requires more understanding and external perspective. Then again on more of
industrial side you have to go deep into certain processes and deepen knowledge on
details even more. But then the world does not change in a year or over night so
sensationally. But on the other hand when it changes that change is permanent.”
[Strategy Director, Technology Company]
Strategy from external side, the industry of company operations was seen to have an impact on
the chosen emphasis. Industry structure, pace and lifecycle stage all were amongst influents of
the approach on internal-external scale. According to some informants industry features such as
macro environment and competition dynamics would ‘force’ them to guide their attention to
either more internal or external analysis.
The heaviest external influences were told to come from regulation and standards both of which
the companies had to pay close attention to in order to survive within an industry. High legal
regulation within an industry forced to look more outwards in order to fulfill the regulations. On
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the other hand, these influences were highly predictable so the companies could focus on
internal analysis on the side. The same applied to predictable demand or growth expectations in
particular cases, where they were connected to general GDP or seasonality. Technological
changes, project-based operations and strong competition then all were sources of high
uncertainty and required more attention to external analysis.
As one major part of external analysis was competitive analysis, the intensity of competitive
field was recognized as one factor guiding the emphasis towards external orientation. As the
general lifecycle model predicts, the role of competition is less relevant in early phases of
industries, suggesting that the focus on internal analysis has the possibility to be greater.
Competition also becomes irrelevant in regulated ‘monopolistic’ industries, such as for national
banks or postal services, even though one interviewed head of development from a nationally
monopolistic company mentioned that the company continues to operate as if it was competing
in an open market, to stay on track with the general industry.
Market cycle and stability also influenced the degree of external analysis and risks associated
with chosen strategies. In long-cycle markets the impact of market change and trends came
slowly but permanently thus requiring companies to pay close attention to external analysis. On
the other hand similar arguments for fast-paced markets were that they needed more external
attention as market situation could change rapidly and that needed to be addressed in company
strategy. Also, in newer industries the general growth was sometimes seen as ‘unlimited’
whereas in in established markets growth diminishes and external demand conditions become
more relevant, possibly guiding to more externally oriented attention.

“So we operate the whole business and everything just only and merely from cost side,
from controllable costs” [Head of Projects, Industrial Company]
Internal approach was still mostly supported by slower industries, newly established companies
as well as strictly regulated industries where the differences were made from internal cost
efficiency. Slowness of industry left room for reaction and in words of a VP from an industrial
engineering company using a balanced model, ‘a sunset industry’ allows ‘time to turn the car in
peace and quiet’. One consumer goods company VP also mentioned previous operational issues
to have brought internal analysis and development back on agenda.

4.6.2.3 Internal-External Paradox
“Too vast and too complicated external feedback can also challenge and complicate
that internal capability. Then it starts to get tangled and tied up that internal capability
because external environment comes there too strongly” [Business Developer,
Technology Company]
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Many informants recognized the challenge in balancing with internal and external analysis.
Informants noticed both failures in their own thinking and generally the challenge of taking both
internal and external factors into account in strategy formation. Having a suboptimal balance
was seen to result in challenges for implementation and negative effect on outcome.
The challenge in internal-external paradox comes from getting pressured on both sides and
understanding that both should have an implication on strategy formation and outcome.
According to informants, external pressure came from pursuing competitive edge and cost
efficiency, getting lots of market signals to interpret and general pursue of growth from market.
On the other hand informants recognized the importance and thus pressure coming from internal
side emphasizing the role of internal capability and fit with chosen strategy. Balancing between
these tensions from internal and external side was seen as one main challenges in scope of
current research question.
External analysis also resulted in challenges for internal side. One industrial company VP noted
that the problem comes from getting all external signals but not being able to interpret them
because of lacking capability for interpretation. Another problem arises from a consumer goods
company VP mentioning that external macro picture is looked from present perspective but
capabilities are analyzed as historical extrapolations. Another informant presented that capability
beliefs have three possible ways of forming. Fist, they can come from historical information as
noted by VP above. Second, management may have a strong vision to follow and capabilities are
merely assumed to fit this vision. Thirdly competences may be explicitly analyzed. If
capabilities are measured by past experience only, matching internal information derived from
the past with current external state might result in issues for strategy by companies having an
outdated picture for capability beliefs.
Challenges may also arise in unwillingness to make sacrifices to achieve external objectives.
External objectives may then be related to growth or improvements but there might not be
willingness in the company to develop internal capabilities or to invest resources. Resulted
mismatch with internal attributes and external objectives is likely to result in either lowering
external expectations or increase the threshold to make internal sacrifices.
Thus the challenge of taking into account both internal and external factors does not only come
from inconsideration or unwillingness to analyze both sides but can also be a result of a
challenging balancing between both types of analysis. Additionally, with time and cognitive
restrictions the balance might be suboptimal.
“In a way that maybe I’m afraid that in both these cases I would say as a conclusion
that I think that we had such a strong internal confidence that we… did maybe not do
enough that customer-, we merely thought that it comes from there, this is such a good
story. And then the other way around in that Case X we did not maybe consider that
internal aspect so much because we though that… it was there, there we were so much
in the hands of the customer.” [SVP, Technology Company]
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4.6.3 Outcome
The next step on modeling strategy approach on internal-external scale would be to connect the
case approach to strategy outcome and try to derive causalities between which model would be
advisable for a company or a case to adopt. Understanding the optimal model for strategy
creation is naturally one of the great objectives of strategy research and understanding this
dilemma on internal-external scale can be seen as one perspective or approach to understand
what elements make successful strategies.
Theoretical modeling of the outcome from different internal-external models is mapped in
Figure 8. The theoretical model has been built based on the type of analysis companies
emphasize in their strategy process and assumption that analyzing internal or external factors
leads to an understanding and will to achieve high fit in that area. Following that assumption,
internally driven strategy process would be likely to lead to a strategy with high internal fit, for
example in form of high commitment from personnel or a good fit with core activities,
competences or brand. On the other hand, internal approach would not achieve a high external fit
for the strategy, which is why the mark is placed on the upper left corner instead of the upper
right corner. The same works vice versa for externally driven process achieving high external fit
with for example conforming with market demand and trends but possibly lacking internal
capabilities or feasibility options. Balanced process then has the potential to reach high fit both
internally and externally.
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Figure 8: Theoretical framework on strategy approach and achieved fit
The theoretical mapping of achieved fit may however differ from reality. Though internal or
external aspects might be analyzed, it does not always lead to an understanding of the situation
as pointed out by the informants. Informants also mentioned that internal and external
uncertainties are not always unavoidable or even possible to diminish thus making achieving fit
more of a lucky chance. It must also be noted that some risks and events are beyond
organization’s control and independent of manager’s perception of reality. Modeling achieved
fits theoretically still has the implication of depicting what kinds of fits the models are assumed
to pursue to achieve.
Figure 9 below is one possible mapping of outcome using strategy process approach and
industry pace as independent variables. Industry pace is mapped as binary based on general
knowledge and informant opinions of the industry in question. Case outcome is marked with a
color with green representing a successfully interpreted outcome and red an unsuccessful one.
Measurement of failure is left as a subjective opinion of the informants and has not been studied
quantifiably from external data.
Unlike in case of single and multibusiness mapping with strategy process, industry pace and
approach did not correlate or form a pattern as such. In other words, fast and slow industry cases
represented in data used approximately as much internally driven, balanced and externally
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driven processes in strategy formation and no conclusions of factors influencing model selection
could be formed based on the industry pace variable. Informants also had comments on for
example for and against emphasis on external analysis in slow industries, arguing that slow
industries needed external emphasis due to the permanent nature of the changes but in other
cases slow industries enabled focusing on internal factors more.

Figure 9: Approach and industry pace linked to outcome
Looking at the outcomes of informants cases mapped in approach and pace framework some
patterns emerge. Though with the current data general conclusions cannot be drawn, studying
the patterns may shed some light on projecting the outcome.
Companies in fast industries did use all three models, though fast industry cases were clearly less
represented in data. Positive outcome seems to have a slight inclination towards internal and
balanced models. Fast industry cases also present a more random result in outcome, possibly
pointing to the high external uncertainty and uncontrollable risks coming from the rapidly
changing environment. It might then be that the outcome in fast industries does not depend on
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the emphasis of strategy formation in internal-external axis but other factors influencing strategy
formation may play a greater role.
In slow industries the distribution is more towards balanced and externally driven models,
suggesting that companies in slow industries prefer using these models in their strategy creation.
The interesting notice based on Figure 9 is however that the positive outcomes seem to gather
around balanced model cases, and all cases except for one succeeded using a balanced model in
slow industries. Based on the models and industry alone, this might be a result of analyzing both
internal and external sides of business and having a larger timeframe allowed by a slower
industry pace. This would also explain why balanced model did not secure a noticeably positive
outcome in fast industries where required speed of decisions is assumingly faster.
It must be emphasized that forecasting strategy outcome based on manager’s cognitive
orientation alone is not realistic. As company strategies are always part of a larger ecosystem,
unexpected events and realized risks have an impact on the success of the strategy. Thus
managerial cognition whether it resembles reality accordingly or not has only a minor role in
explaining strategy outcome and formation. As interviewed managers also mentioned both
internal and external uncertainties cannot be totally eliminated in most cases.
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5 DISCUSSION
Both internal and external aspects of strategy have been previously studied separately,
emphasizing the importance of only one side and bypassing the other (e.g. Danneels, 2011
emphasizing importance of internal resource cognition in Smith Corona; Tripsas and Gavetti,
2000 emphasizing false external cognition in Polaroid). Previous studies do recognize the
importance of having a solid set of internal capabilities matching with the external environment
in order to have a positive effect on performance but the matching process in itself has not been
focused as such. The starting point of this thesis was thus to recognize how companies manage
this challenge in practice both in big picture and on micromanagement level.
By modeling individual case examples of strategy processes in internal – external axis the data
converged to three separate models each describing a different path for managing the matching
process. The analysis proved that companies differ both in level and sequence in which they take
internal capabilities versus external environment into account. Additionally, the study found that
approaches resulted in differences in feedback loops that occurred within the formation process,
feedback loops differing both in timing and feedback source being internal or external. Finally,
the emerged models could be seen to have differences in expected outcome for strategy with
specific benefits and challenges for each.
This chapter fist takes a look on how the analysis in this thesis compares against previous
literature sources. One of the main contributions on feedback loops is singled out in the next
section. Then, the focus moves on further theory development based on the analysis so far. The
presented concepts are suggested to develop further in the research group later on.

5.1 Theoretical Contributions
Comparing this thesis to selected articles from previous literature is done below in Table 4. It
contains some of the claims that previous theories set and additional data and analysis this study
provides for the phenomena. As it can be seen, this study provides new additional perspective to
previous studies and suggests considering both internal and external sides when making strategic
interpretations.
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Article
Dynamic Capability
at Smith Corona

Toward Behavioral
Theory of Strategy

Author
Danneels

Gavetti

Superior cognitively distant
opportunities lead to superior
performance

Smith Corona had a chance to learn
from pre-bankrupcy experiences
but fail to do so resulted in history
repeating itself

Resource schemas form as a result
of subjective self-conscious
inquiries and viewing resources in
their own right

Proposition
Performance decline was caused
primarily by false resource
cognition

Companies limiting their external
search on near adjacencies might
miss vital opportunities or threats
coming in from further in the
market.

As in Smith Corona's case,
companies receive feedback to be
used in strategy process.

Confirming Data
False resource cognition
contributes to performance decline
in a) False sense of what is
feasible for the org b) False
cognition on what ext
opportunities are woth pursuing
(ie. Not too far for the brand,
customer base…)
Managers mentioned using formal
tools for recognizing and
evaluating capabilities.

Feedback loops can be classified
based on their source (internal or
external) and companies reaction to
the feedback might depend on
managers' orientation on internalexternal scale.
Pursuing distant opportunities does
not grant superior performance per
se. Distant opportunities may
endanger internal fit or be
unfeasible, a phenomena most
visible within externally driven
companies.

Multiple managers also recognize
using implicit resource and
capability assumptions and 'gut
feeling' was often mentioned. These
assumptions then guide both external
attention and internal resource
cognition, possibly misleadingly.

Additional Data
Another perspective is external
cognition. Companies with false
external cognition might not
understand e.g. Market changes or
customer needs, creating liabilities
for performance.
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Tripsas and
Gavetti

Capabilities,
Cognition and
Inertia: Evidence
from Digital Imaging

Polaroid management felt that
capability limitations were too large
to enable competing with other
'more capable' companies

Internally driven managers based
external representation more on
history and assumptions.

External cognitive representation
was based on history instead of
current knowledge in Polaroid,
leading to performance decline
Polaroid was tech-driven company
believing that technology and
products will create market

Managers leave areas unexplored
if they feel that they do not have
capabilities or that the opportunity
strays too far away from current
activities.

The main statement of internally
driven managers. Blue ocean
strategies.

Current capabilities did act as a
starting point for many companies,
possibly limiting the search for
new opportunities and acting as a
source of path dependence.
Companies had multiple cases
where reacting to change may
have been delayed or neglected.

Capability Paradigm: Using current
capabilities as a starting point leads
to localness of search and path
dependency, blocking superior
opportunities
Recognizing change coming from
external environment does not
automatically lead to being able to
respond effectively

Responding effectively depends
largely on a) feasibility of effective
response b) company's perception of
their capabilities and what
capabilities are needed for response
c) distinguishing noise from actual
change. So effective response
depends on both internal and
external cognition.
Performance decline could also be
caused by basing capability beliefs
on past knowledge and not updating
them accordingly.
Tech-driven companies can also be
externally driven and search market
for technology trends and
developments. External search is
thus also possible in other cases.
In other cases, managers thought that
organization had more capabilities
leading to unrealistic expectations
for organization. Both forms of
capability miscognition may threat
performance.

Capability paradigm also has
positive consequences; pursuing
actually feasible opportunities and
confirming with internal fit.
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Strategic Reference
Point Theory

The Discursive
Construction of
Strategists'
Subjectivities:
Towards a Paradox
Lens on Strategy
Cognitive
Perspective in
Strategy: An
Integrative Review

Fiegenbaum
et al.

Dameron
and Torset

Suggests feedback
loops/connection from strategy
outcome to cognitive antecedents a
topic for future research

Externally driven companies use
mainly this way of selecting
opportunities.

Centre (aka management in most
cases) approves new
technologies/markets only when
they become profitable
Top management actively selects
strategic reference points
(dimensions being internal, external
and time)
Strategists act as tension managers
between endogenous and
exogenous forces.

Feedback loops from previous
outcome acted as triggers for new
strategy formation.

Acknowledging this tension was
the starting point for this thesis as
well.

Managers were able to voice the
objective of strategy.

Top managers had to relied a lot
on external reports and knowledge
from other member in
organization.

Organizational members in
periphery and center receive
different kind on information due to
their location

Table 4: Selected articles and additional contribution

Narayanan
et al.

Strategy Creation in
the Periphery:
Inductive Versus
Deductive Strategy
Making

Regnér

Suggestion that feedback could be
classified based on source as internal
or external feedback. Also, feedback
loops may occur within strategy
formation process as well, not only
afterwards.

Additional information on how this
challenge is tackled in practice and
verifying the differences that exist in
managerial orientation.

The same could also be applied to
capabilities: management level
might have a less transparent view
on capabilities and thus not get a
proper picture of what organization
is capable of.
Internally driven companies make an
exception for this. Market is
assumed to follow and external risks
are tolerated.
Managers could also pursue
reference points with different
measures in internal-external scale.

5.2 Feedback Loops
Feedback loops play a vital role in strategy formation as that is one of the main sources for
updating both market and capability beliefs of managers. As described earlier, feedback loops
have both internal and external sources but the underlying cause for feedback might be different
from the source, causing challenges for managers with strong internal or external orientation to
perceive these interconnections. Besides the source and cause of feedback the timing of feedback
loops within strategy process differs as well. Feedback might come already in analysis stage or
only afterwards, spurring from implemented strategy outcomes.
The main aspect changing between the earlier analysis stage feedback and the feedback on
decided strategy implementation is the change in degree of commitment. Traditionally, previous
literature has recognized the feedback on decided strategies (e.g. as suggested by Narayanan et
al., 2011), or feedback on outcome as it is also called, since it is probably more obvious to study.
At that stage of strategy when the decision on strategy has been made and implemented, the
organization has actually produced something to market, which can be commented on and
followed by for example financial terms. The main difference is however that the organization
has then committed to the strategy and decisions have been made. I suggest that this is naturally
bound to trigger more feedback as stakeholders at latest realize that the organization has set the
course for action. It is also then easier for the organization to collect external feedback from
markets. Also, internal feedback might be more natural to follow at this stage since members
might only then wake up to the reality.
On the other hand, feedback coming in before the strategic decision is rather based on a plan
instead of a decided course of action. The degree of commitment varies from outcome feedback,
and might still be quite low at this stage of strategy. Feedback might thus be different at this
stage and is harder to get since plans are not that strict as a decided action.
The findings of this thesis also revealed some practical tools that enable companies to collect
feedback already earlier in the strategy process. Receiving feedback earlier in the process
enables companies to react to potential strategic pitfalls already early on, and possibly succeed
better in implementation. On the other hand, collecting feedback and possibly making corrective
actions might cause strategy process to take a longer time and the organization might lose early
entrant advantages from the market.
Managers interviewed revealed tools for both enabling earlier internal and external feedback
(again, referring to the source of the feedback, not the cause). The main tool for getting earlier
external feedback was piloting since it enabled organizations to get external (and why not
internal too) feedback on early phase products and improve them already before market launch.
Other tools include provoking customer and stakeholder inputs in planning phase, as an example
companies could use customer co-creation methods in analysis stage. For internal enablers,
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companies can include and communicate the strategy process to other lower stages in
organization, enabling them to give input and feedback on the strategy as well. Including
especially those that have close access to customers or other important stakeholders should be
invited to join since as Regner (2003) noted, the external input they are receiving might
significantly differ from the one that center gets.

5.3 Towards Theory Development
Strategy formation as an interplay between internal and external forces can be presented as a
layer model with one layer representing the internal layer of strategy and the other the external
layer of strategy. As in all strategy work, these layers are deeply interconnected, actions in one
layer reflecting back to the other.

Figure 10: Strategy depicted as internal and external layers
As described in models presented in earlier chapters, organizations allocate their attention
differently between these layers. It must be noted that this allocation is not completely on one
layer in practice but could rather be presented as a continuum where managers are placed. As an
example, externally driven managers are oriented to perceive and guide their strategy work
based on triggers from external layers and vice versa for internally driven managers. This does
not mean that managers would not use, even if implicitly, information on the other layer as well.
Actually, based on the analysis in this thesis it is even likely that no manager is completely
externally or internally oriented as for example implicit assumptions of both layers were often
present. However, if managers are more unfamiliar with the other layer organizations may
struggle to pinpoint the underlying cause of the events they see in either internal or external
layers and may not understand that the cause might as well be in the other layer. As an example,
decline in market demand showing up in external plate could be caused by changes in customer
preferences, which would be an external cause, or alternatively in the weakened quality of
products, which would be an internal cause. Organizations that are not able to identify the
underlying cause in the right layer might thus update their strategy under false premises,
resulting possibly in even worse performance.
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I present the emphasized managerial orientation on a single layer to cause internal and external
myopia. This myopia suggests explaining longitudinal performance decline as managerial
inability to understand causality effects between internal and external layers or strategy,
resulting in unilateral decision-making and faulty corrective actions. Thus the proposition of this
theory is that instead of attributing strategic failures to either distorted internal or external
cognition, the shortcoming may in fact come from the cognitive challenge of understanding
reflections between internal and external strategy layers.

5.3.1 Internal and External Myopia
Myopia is initiated when managers emphasize analyzing only one of the two layers, which
results in deep internal or external orientation. This orientation tends to lock them in studying
changes and opportunities in only one layer and potentially ignoring the requirements or
underlying causes in the other plane. This also has an effect on feedback loops occurring within
and after strategy formation, making it harder for opposing layer feedback and signals to arise.
Once the iteration continues to be emphasized on only one layer, I present lock-in effects for the
orientation and myopia to begin to arise.
The characteristics of forming internal or external myopia are similar, with both having roots on
managerial cognition being stuck on only one layer causing ignorance and misattribution for the
other layer. Both myopias cause unique risks for strategy work and an explanation for cognitive
failures causing performance decline. Below, the process of myopia forming is presented with
the potential risks it may cause.

5.3.1.1 Internal Myopia
Internal myopia results from managers’ emphasized orientation on external environment and
increasingly attributing less attention on internal capabilities.

Figure 11: Formation of internal myopia
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The hypothesis of the formation of internal myopia is presented in Figure 11 above. The process
originates with external orientation where managers actively search for external opportunities as
described under the chapter of externally driven model. Managers with this orientation are likely
to filter feedback to only take triggers from external feedback as proved by triggers for strategy
being only external and this provoking mainly external reaction.
The first step towards internal myopia comes from ‘Ignorance’, referring to companies ignoring
possible internal feedback. Some internal feedback is however likely to occur as externally
driven companies tended to implicitly assume the company to have sufficient capabilities but the
danger is that external orientation leads to ignoring this feedback. Internal feedback would give
the company valuable information to update managers’ capability beliefs and updating
managers’ internal cognition required for making strategically wise decisions.
The second step towards internal myopia comes from the decision to react to triggers from
external feedback. Here externally driven managers are in danger of ‘Misattributing’ the cause of
the feedback, meaning pinning the reason of feedback on the wrong layer. External feedback that
is filtered through the process does not necessarily tell about faults in external layer but could
instead also be caused by the internal side. For example, the company might decide to enter a
foreign market and if sales do not start flowing, which is external feedback from the market,
filtering the internal feedback away the company might assume that the foreign market does not
have the same market needs as their local market. In reality, the underlying cause might also be
in internal capabilities or implementation: perhaps the company did not have the right contacts
or the distribution channel they used was a bad fit for the new market. Thus, companies may
have faulty external or internal cognition but if managers are externally oriented, they are more
likely to attribute also internal causes under external faults.
I suggest that misattribution of the cause of the feedback results in companies turning into
external measures to make corrective moves on strategy. For companies believing that the fault
is on external market, the logical step is indeed to make changes affecting the external position
of the company, for example in changing the foreign market to another or choosing to enter
another local market segment instead. Companies might make minor internal changes at the
same time but the essence of internal capabilities remains unchanged due to misattribution.
As the whole process becomes emphasized on external layer, I present the result to be for the
company to become internally myopic. The eventual result is in companies becoming further and
further ignorant of internal layer and trivialization of external feedback if companies do not react
right by chance. The corrective movement would be for managers to collect and connect
information on internal capabilities to complement external information in order to understand
the causalities between the layers.
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Risks of Internal Myopia
I theorize external myopia to lead to four distinct risks for organization’s strategy. These risks
are caused by the inability to perceive changes in the internal layer and misattribution of
feedback causes to the external layer. The risks are presented below with figures of connections
between layers.
Risk 1: Narrow External Search

Figure 12: Risk of narrow external search, blue area representing missed external
opportunities
Externally driven managers admitted limiting their search of opportunities based on implicit
capability assumptions. As external search thus becomes implicitly restricted based on past
cumulated capability beliefs, the search process has a risk of focusing only on a narrow area
around current actions. If capability beliefs on internal layer are not updated accordingly,
companies might lose sight of external opportunities that novel capabilities might enable them to
pursue.
Another risk connected to narrow external search is the company to miss vital signals from the
market that the company would need to react to. Spotting these opportunities too late could
result in the company to miss first mover advantages or radical market changes, at worst
resulting in endangered survival. Expanding search on new capability areas would enable
companies to spot further trends as well, and especially acknowledge their importance for future
company activities as well.
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Risk 2: Requirements for underlying capabilities

Figure 13: Risk of not understanding changes needed in capabilities, blue area representing
the new capability requirement
Second risk for internally myopic companies is in pursuing adjacent market opportunities and
assuming the capability requirements to stay the same. As opportunities with the same market
identity seem the same when viewed from external layer only, companies might miss the
capability change needed to pursue these opportunities. However in reality, capabilities might
require adjustments or small changes, even in pursuing opportunities with the same market
identity, to be feasible for the organization.
Risk 3: Challenges in capability change

Figure 14: Risk of trivialization of capability change, blue area and dotted line representing
the shift required
If companies do not understand the different capabilities needed for opportunities with similar
market identity, they might also not understand the work needed for renewing capabilities.
Limited ability to see internal layer might cause false pretenses for capability change, with
externally oriented managers assuming that changing or developing capabilities is trivial and can
always be done. This defected belief of the easiness to transfer capabilities has then further
implications reflecting back to external layer as companies struggle to implement new strategies.
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Risk 4: Capability Illusion

Figure 15: Capability illusion, blue area representing the nonexistent capabilities
Capability illusion originates from companies having false assumptions on the width of
capabilities. Reflecting overoptimistic capability beliefs to external layer results in company not
being able to gain market support completely since necessary capabilities are missing.

5.3.1.2 External Myopia
External myopia refers to managers’ emphasized orientation on the internal layer of the
organization. The risks of this myopia originate from managers’ weakened ability to sense
external environment or rightfully attribute causalities from external to internal layer.

Figure 16: Formation of external myopia
The formation of external myopia is presented in Figure 16. As managers are cognitively
focused on internal layer of the organization they are in danger of missing events in the external
layer from the company and this may result in vague understanding of the interconnectivity of
the layers.
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As presented in internally driven strategies, managers can be bound to internal orientation. Thus
their receptivity for external feedback might be lowered, depicted by ‘Ignorance’ in Figure 16.
Internally oriented managers are more receptive towards internal feedback as it occurs within
their cognitively preferred layer and seek to update their capability beliefs based on feedback
coming from internal layer. External feedback is thus in danger of being shut down or not
reacted to, as managers have a heavy reliance on the attractiveness of internal capabilities.
Declining external feedback leads to further danger of ‘Misattribution’ as the companies
attributing the cause of the feedback on the wrong layer. This turns the companies to react to the
feedback with internal measures, even though the cause might as well be in external layer. For
example, internally driven company might face complaints from the product development team
that the product is not good enough and end up adjusting or polishing the product and
capabilities connected. In reality, the reason might however be in lacking market support for the
whole product concept, so the company might miss the signals of them being in the wrong
market altogether and do unnecessary work with resources at hand.
I present the formation of external myopia to thus be a result of an increasing emphasis on
internal layer and neglecting signals from external layer, resulting in missing the connection
between the two layers. External myopia is strengthened when managers continue with the
internal emphasis long enough, resulting in increasing ignorance of the external layer.
Risks of External Myopia
Risks of external myopia result from manager’s inability to connect their internal vision and
emphasis on events in the external layer. I theorize this to result in three general risks for
strategy that might have an effect on the strategy outcome.
Risk 1: Assuming market similarity

Figure 17: Risk of reflecting capabilities to allow a wider market support, blue area
representing nonexistent market support
As manager’s focus is on the internal layer, capability perception is likely to be better but the
understanding of external environment might not be in place or updated. The first risk that
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internally emphasized managers have is making projections for wider market support than
actually exists. Capabilities may in reality only cater for a niche of the projected market but
managers focusing on internal layer may assume market similarity in near adjacencies and thus
assume that the product would be applicable to that area as well.
Risk 2: Risk of scalability

Figure 18: Risk of not being able to respond to market support, blue area representing
missing resources
Another risk is for the company to have the internal capabilities needed for the market and the
market confirmation of customer demand. In reality, market demand may however be greater
than expected reflecting back to internal layer in missing resources. The risk is that internally
driven managers do not understand or are not able to scale their resources and gain all the
benefits from the market.

Risk 3: Changes in capability requirements

Figure 19: Not understanding markets requiring different capabilities, blue area
representing missing capabilities
Third risk is for the internally driven company not to understand the capability requirements of
adjacent market spaces. Internally driven companies were typically rather confident in their own
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capabilities, making it a risk that if both layers are not understood, the company might assume
that the capabilities can be used in adjacent markets as well. If the company does not understand
the differences in market requirements, it may end up not realizing to change capabilities.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis examined internal – external perspective of strategy by studying how both sides are
analyzed and matched in strategy cases across companies. By interviewing managers from a
diverse sample of Finnish companies the thesis concluded that there are fundamental differences
in managers’ orientation on internal – external scale and that this has implications for both
strategy formation and outcome. Additionally it can be derived that feedback loops occurring
both within and after strategy formation phase act as triggers for strategy process and provide
vital input for companies – an area which further research could study.
The purpose of this thesis was to understand how managers use internal and external factors in
strategy formation process. The main contribution of this study was thus to bridge the gap of
internal and external factor interaction in strategy formation. The scope of the thesis was set to
study the strategy formation process, leaving implementation and subsequent outcome mainly
out. The result was a description of three different models organizations use in strategy
formation from internal-external perspective. Thus this thesis offers one new perspective to
study strategy formation.
Delving into the topic began by perceiving gaps within previous literature. Strategic literature
has historically focused on either studying external environment or internal capabilities, notable
examples include resource-based view (Porter, 1991) and environmental scanning (Maitlis,
2005). The gap becomes understanding how managers see and make this connection in practice
in their strategy work. Previous literature does however acknowledge the importance of
matching internal and external side, making it an appealing subject to study.
Derived from interviews with 45 managers from a variety of Finnish companies this study found
that managers differ in their orientation on internal-external –scale and that this orientation leads
to differences apparent in their strategy work. Cases studied consolidated in three unique models
used in combining knowledge on environment and organizational capabilities. These models
each used varying degrees of internal and external information both as triggers and in formation
process, leading to certain benefits and challenges for implementation and strategy outcome.
These findings provide an interesting possibility for the managers to reflect back to their own
behavior and perhaps be able to identify some myopias in their own strategy process. I believe
that noticing and being able to label own strategic behavior is the first step of making
adjustments to the process if needed and thus recommend managers to reflect back to their own
strategy process like this.
Besides individual implications, these findings could be used as a starting point for studying
both causes for managerial orientation on internal-external scale and to deepen the knowledge on
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its implication on the strategy outcome. This thesis provides only initial speculations of the
antecedents of managerial orientation and the outcome of the strategy process. Future research
could deepen the knowledge on these areas.
There are limitations to the generalizability of this study. The scope of the research data being
only 45 interviews from Finnish companies, there might be other possible ways for managers to
manage the matching process of internal and external factors. This thesis also recognizes that the
orientation is more of a continuum of which the three models represent example points.
Additionally, non-profits or early phase start-up companies might be beyond the suggestions of
this thesis. The generalizability of this study could still be tested in various other sources to
ensure the best applicable scope.
An additional factor to keep in mind when interpreting the findings of this thesis is the
retrospective nature of the interviewee reflections and the subjective interpretation of the author.
As the cases the informants described had occurred or initiated already earlier, the accuracy of
events and description of time order could be unintentionally shifted. Also the description style
of informants and emphasis of discussion might have had an effect on the interpretation of the
interview data. This subjectivity must be thus kept in mind when making further conclusions on
this thesis.
Future research has still many possibilities left to study within the internal-external continuum of
strategy. Previous literature of tensions (Dameron and Torset, 2014) and fit matrix (Siggelkow,
2001) provide good examples on how combining detached internal and external perspectives
could be done. Future research should deepen this knowledge and also add on the practical
micromanagement level of how this connection is made in practice. Other interesting avenues to
explore can be found with feedback loops occurring in and after strategy process – an area which
remains to be less attended within literature.
As of this data set and prevailing theme of internal-external aspects, the work continues within
the research group. Studying the formation of capability beliefs and the implications of
managerial cognitive orientation on this scale are some of the interests of currently ongoing
research.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Initial Emailed Interview Questions
1. When creating strategy, to what degree do you pay attention to factors external vs internal to
organization? E.g. Often it might be done so that only market forecasts are looked at and based
on those the target for organization is decided and it is merely assumed that the organization can
implement the chosen direction or that strategy can be implemented with help of change
management.
2. In what kind of situations have the organizational limitations influenced strategic choices? As
an absurd example, VR could not create a strategy “One Hour to Moscow” as everyone would
acknowledge it’s not (physically) possible.
3. What kind of discussions have been going on regarding implementation in strategy planning
phase?
4. Has it sometimes occurred that thinking of organizational resources or capabilities has led to
new kinds of strategic situations (compare e.g. technology push vs market pull)?
5. Are there any mechanisms which the operating level could use to give better input to what
strategies are feasible? Or is the operating level always against everything new?
6. What tools or analyses have you used in evaluating and recognizing internal factors in
organization (especially what current capabilities enable and what things are too hard/expensive
to change)?
7. Can you think of situations where internal things had limited what was seen from external
environment?
8. How do you evaluate how fast something can be implemented? (E.g. new product
development, integrating acquired companies, building new capability) How are these
evaluations taken into account when thinking of strategic options and making choices?
9. You have worked in multiple different organizations or roles during your career. What
differences have you noticed in ways to do strategy within the context of the themes of this
interview?

I

Appendix 2 – Suggestive Interview Questions
Introduction and background
! Objectives and flow of the interview
! Background of the informant
! Strategy cases to describe
Interaction of internal and external factors
! To what degree are internal and external factors considered?
o What is the role of e.g. market forecasts and trends?
o How do capabilities and resources influence the chosen objectives?
o How much are customer inputs, trends and technologies used?
! Why are internal or external factors emphasized?
! Examples of what could be feasible and unfeasible strategic actions
! Strategic failures: are the causes attributable to internal or external factors?
External
! What kind of external factors influence strategy formation?
! The influence of external trends: how is it decided whether a trend is worth pursuing?
o E.g. What are the ‘vital’ trends and how are they spotted?
! When comes the point that developing capabilities/acquiring extra resources is not
reasonable?
o And why is the limit set just there?
! When does it make sense to compete in an area/with a competitor?
! How much are customer inputs used?
! Are there situations where selected/desired growth strategy is just not possible? How
usual is it? Why? How does the company react?
Internal
! In what kinds of situations have organizational (capability) limitations influenced
strategic choices?
o How did they influence and what was the actual limitation (e.g. financial
resources, capability, HR)
o Actual capability vs desire to do
! Recruiting: What kind of capability can be acquired vs what kind of capability is
needed?
! Capabilities leading to new strategic choices: how was the capability noticed and how
did it go forward?
! Give an example of a direction which was not worth pursuing due to a capability
limitation (even though customer demand would be given)
! How & Who decides whether a capability is worth developing?
! Can strategy be updated based on internal factors & notices?

II

!
!
!

What kind of tools are used for recognizing internal factors?
o E.g. what do capabilities enable and what would be too expensive to implement
Does thinking of internal factors somehow limit what is seen of external environment?
Internal initiatives: why are they used/dropped in strategy process?
o Internal or external reasons
o Mechanisms for operating level to give more input to top levels

Implementation
! Is strategy well-understood within the organization?
! Do people believe in planned strategies and objectives?
o Is strategy more an objective or a forecast
! How do strategic decisions translate to concrete actions?
Differences in organizations
! In your opinion, what are the main differences in organizations/in different strategy
cases (within the internal-external context)?
! Are there clear differences in using internal/external information as the guiding force?

Appendix 3 – Cases connected to companies and models they use

Case
General Growth Strategy
Unit Growth Strategy
Geographic Strategy
Product Use-case
Technology Strategy
Product Launch
New Business
Unit Renewal
Repositioning
Unit Growth Strategy
Value Chain Renewal
Product Launch
Repositioning
Technology Selection
Strategic Retreat
Restructuring
Product Launch
Geographic Expansion
Geographic Expansion

Company
Service Company
Logistics Company
Industrial Eng. Company
Industrial Eng. Company
Technology Company
Logistics Company
Consumer Services
Industrial Eng. Company
Industrial Serv. Company
Service Company
Process Industry Company
Process Industry Company
Service Company
Technology Company
Process Industry Company
Financial Institution
Logistics Company
Technology Company
Technology Company

III

Model
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Internally Driven
Balanced
Balanced
Internally Driven
Internally Driven
Balanced
Balanced
Balanced
Balanced
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Internally Driven
Balanced
Internally Driven
Internally Driven

Geographic Expansion
Industrial Company
New Product Launch
Service Company
New Product Launch
Technology Company
Technology Strategy
Technology Company
Strategic Retreat
Technology Company
Investment Strategy
Process Industry Company
Internationalization
Consumer Goods Company
New Business Area
Consumer Goods Company
Portfolio Renewal
Industrial Services Company
New Product Launch
Technology Company
Technology Strategy
Service Company
Technology Strategy
Technology Company
Technology Strategy
Industrial Eng. Company
Investment Strategy
Industrial Company
Portfolio Renewal
Consumer Goods Company
Growth Strategy
Industrial Eng. Company
New Business Area
Industrial Eng. Company
Repositioning
Retail Company
Product Launch
Technology Company
Portfolio Renewal
Industrial Company
Outsourcing Strategy
Industrial Company
Expansion Strategy
Industrial Company
Unit Renewal
Logistics Company
New Business Area
Process Industry Company
Product Expansion
Technology Company
Product Launch
Technology Company
Renewal Strategy
Consumer Services Company
Product Launch
Technology Company
New Business Area
Industrial Company
Product Expansion
Industrial Company
Portfolio Renewal
Consumer Goods Company
Technology Strategy
Consumer Goods Company
Company Strategy
Technology Company
Product Launch
Technology Company
New Business Area
Technology Company
Renewal Strategy
Industrial Eng. Company
Cost Savings
Logistics Company
Partnering Strategy
Technology Company
Technology Strategy
Consumer Goods Company
Product Launch
Technology Company
Table 5: Cases, companies and models

IV

Externally Driven
Balanced
Internally Driven
Balanced
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Externally Driven
Balanced
Internally Driven
Balanced
Balanced
Internally Driven
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Internally Driven
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Internally Driven
Externally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Balanced
Balanced
Internally Driven
Externally Driven
Balanced
Externally Driven
Balanced
Balanced
Externally Driven

